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circulated, and so cause his ruin, which
would be sure to follow, should his owners
learn the real truth of the
story. He made
the most solemn vows of
repentance and
amendment, and I bclievo he was truly sorry
for his lault, as well as its
consequences; but
I was deaf to all until he
spoke of his sweet
wife and his dear little girl, whom I had seen,
as I have said, at New York.
He said that
his wife was near her confinement, and that
he was sure, if she learnt the truth, the blow
would kill her. Well, sir, at
length I yielded, and agreed to confirm the account he had
given. You may be sure that the crew, and
especially Maephersou and tho rest of the
watch in the engine-room and on deck—who
had been drugged by some liquor which the
chief had given them—were not
altogether
imposed upon, and a hundred different versions of the story were th ing about. But no
one ever knew the
rights of tho affair—we
were not in England,
you know, sir, and it
was a lawless time and a lawless
part of the
world. I returned to Europe as soon as I
had recovered, and from that time to this, 1
have never told anybody but you how it all
E. T. Eiddei.i.
happened.

and showing thorn the engines—and the lady had several times before, on our outward saw that I must now be discovered, but with
appeared so fond of her husband! 1 wonder- voyage, used for a similar purpose. I must the prospect of a struggle with one man
ed how lie could leave them to come on this describe the engine-room to you. It was singly, my courage revived, my limbs be1 Kirills; many
-1
j station, in that lawless time of gold-seeking. very much like this one; the engines were came steady, and the coward feeling left my
jth 'Hi
Our chief engineer, too, was a good sort of ! side-levers like these; and the stoke-hole heart. lie groped his way slowly up the
man, and one who know his work well; tho ; with its fire-doors, was adjoining the engine- passage, and then made the rush which I have
any
But the tear which now
“Now, my young friend,
may second wasn’t a bad fellow either,
my
though room, without any separation between. The described, as necessary to avoid the water
when business
impart
do for you in return for your noble present,” said
of tho olli- cylinders were forward, about four feet from from the waste-pipe. This rush brought him
dwell in that silence of too fond of his glass, but tho rest
that
ate > nr-1 itself has
The
deep
thoughts
Nicholas.
I've read, Mr. Emperor, of a famous
cera and crew were not pleasant shipmates. the bulk-head, and the boilers and stoke-hole close to me before he stopped, and we stood
heart.
tu Ik lu ro no more, it is a
of yourn, called Moscow, which that old Too brief for our passion, too long for our peace
city
The ship was not a comfortable one to me in wore aft. There was a platform, just like face to face. My eyes were accustomed to
li i—How is it with
the dim light of the place, while his
scoundrel Bouepnrte burnt, and I've seen a picter Were those hours—can tlieir joy or their bitterness
eyes
any respect, and T soon determined that my this, at the level of the tops of the cylinders,
cease?
,,f tin hmisohold? Are the rnem- of the big bell that fell there in the fire. I’d like to
in her should be my last, though on each side of the engine-room, and across were yet dazzled by the bright glare of the
our first voyage
will
break
from
We
fluwhere
their
repent—we
abjure—we
Hus
ftspot
How fur is it?” “About 500
see that ere place.
we had first-rate wages to induce us to stick the forward part of it, close to the bulkhead; fires; so that I could distinguish his fetaures,
chain,—
Uni -li. a-i re mid attention which of
the ship at San Francisco, and not run with ladders at the atter-ends of the two while ho was yet uncertain whether there
your miles," replied the czar. “O, dear, that’s We will part,—we will fly to—unite it again!
by
lei-■ aii.l r.-pci t f.,r tiio dead,
side platforms leading down the stoke-hole ; was any one there but himself. 1 ought to
to the gold-diggings.
a big walk,” said the boy.
Walk! you shall ride Oh! thine be the gladness, and mine lie the guilt!
away
me, adored one'.—forsake, if thou wilt;—
utaiuiueuts iu the higher life.
no
‘•We arrived out safely, without any ad- anti another at the middle of the part that have seized the opportunity, and attacked him
in one of my carriages, Sir, there and any where Forgive
But the heart which is thine shall expire undebased
ttii- worlda
history, every great
but we had to wait a long time [ went across, by which you descended to a at once, but 1 foolishly let the moment pass,
you wish to go: and as long as you remain in my And man shall not break it—whatever thou mayst, venture;
..lit huvi left their marks to show forthere before we could sail on our homeward [ narrow passage between the engines, where and instead of acting promptly, I sung out,
hi.:
country make yourself at home here at my house And stern to the haughty, but humble to thee.
a
lift-Li their w .vos have flowed. Thus
voyage. Notwithstanding all precautions, a the starting-handles, etc., were placed: at ‘Who is there ?’ in a moment his eyes lit up
EARTHQUAKE IN CALIFORNIA.
with my family.” And when Mr. Dallas saw him This soul, in its bitterest blackness, shall be;
the same part of the platform was a ladder with a look of fierce intelligence; and with a
niti-hos high on the solid
more j great many of our crew ran away, and it
ft their
moments
our
and
seem
as
And
our
he
swift,
as
above
San Francisco, Dec. 27.
days
stated,
in one of the state carriages,
which
he
them
the
the
deck.
You
communicated
with
me.
to
was impossible
; indeed,
suppressed exclamation,
sprang upon
replace
ii. i-, -how where ami whither swept
sweet,
Thu
was actually on his way to Moscow.
Alter, in this With thee
feet.
our
at
will
see
there
from
this
that
at
the
forThe
of
made
there was,
suddeness
the attack
me start
heaviest.earthquake ever experienced
harbor was full of ships lying useless
by mv side, than with worlds
tin
n-t monuments of the
unvnts
ia-mm Eastern California and
Nevada, occurred
Hut ward end of the engine-room, having the cyl- back; and, my foot being tripped up by the
way, making the tour of the empire, lie returned One sigh of thv sorrow, one look of thy love,
of
for
crews to take them away.
want
mid
,.not,- tin height ol iis rising tides;
about six o’clock last
or reprove;
The shock
to have the mu of the royal palace, where lie be- Shall turn me or iix, shall reward
and a great one, in inders and ends of the engines on one side of bag of cotton 1 used for a bed, wo fell heavievening.
had
also
another
we
loss,
was felt with more or less
And the heartless may wonder at all I resign—
-t tin ih-.id, 1 ii mi the rudest grave
llu
uiilrii
at Sacrathe
to
bulkhead
on
the
cross
the
had
on
came the pet by bis simple manners, good sense
the
and
deck
I
severity
He
it,
undermost.
been
chief
other,
our
ly
ailing
together, being
engineer.
Thv lip shall reply, not to them, but to mine.
t costly mausoleum, an- but the monumento, Marysville, Grass Valley, Virginia
ii
and Yankee shrewdness. imparting to the cmthe voyage out, and he died, poor follow, platform for a roof, a space about four feet His left hand was on my throat, and clutchIowa
liltshores
have erected along
City,
ii, u!- which the eg.
Hill, Stockton, and other towns
whilst we were lying in the harbor. Our wide, and in length the whole width of the ing my hair with his right, he, with a quick At
pi ror and "all the folks,” as he told Mr. Dallas,
AN ENGINE-ROOM STORY.
Virginia City,Nevada, walls were thrown
t in;.,
mark tin height and character of the
second was not exactly the person to take ship. The port side of this space was filled lift and jerk, moved my head to one side to| more real and solid information, because simple
down, dooi bells rung, and the consternaOn a cold frosty Christmas, a few years
ition that has rolled then
amt artless, of our nation and its allairs, than he
charge of the engines, being, as I have said, with tallow casks, oil cans, etc., for which wards the engine. I did not resist the move- tion was
we so often and
ru ral -1
ago, I was a passenger on board the fine rather too fond of drink, and
general. The shock was felt seyou u itt liiHi.
we there was not room in the store closet; but ment much, for 1 had not thought exactly
hail ever obtained from all the glowing accounts
thejeaptain,
from London to-. The
on the lower lines of all the mines.
dial
people whose only are is to from the many showy and formal persons he had steamer “Queen,”
was trying all he could to get some on the starboard side there was a nice snug where I was lying: but, oh, think what was verely
heard,
The vibrations were north and south, and
voyage is not a very long one ; but we were one in our chief’s
,,! -iiit. of sight;" who select as the
ever met with.
place. Maephcrson, the little spot, kept tolerably cool, though so near nij' horror at the next instant to see directly lasted about ten
several days at sea, and during that time I
At Reno, the
seconds,
the
over
at
this
faiidh "i i ul.li burial some bleak, Uightthe
of
air
the
me
the
end
of
from
the
side
was
of
course
lever
second,
very indignant
cylinders, by
draught
One bright day in the June before the last, we, struck
descending, shock .was preceded
up pretty much of an acquaintance —but so it was.
I'm anything else
too a oi till.
by a low rumbling,
deck, and, through some holes in the bulk- and not more than three feet above my head!
like the bov, stood in wrapt gaze beside Washing- with the second
I
of
the
have
which lasted nearly two minutes,
ship.
engineer
"I should think we must have been quite head, from the tore hold. This snuggery By a violent effort I got out of the way just
alarming
;he bird-, ati-1 too desolate almost for ton's
the inhabitants.
grave at Ml. Vernon. It is a low, humble always had a taste, rather imaginative than
The express train bound
two
months
at San Francisco before we was approached by a narrow passage on the in time; but even then the cutter at the end
),-aat through: grown thick with
citias
the
tomb ot common bricks; such
average
west was detained about an hour between
scientific, for watching the working of power- were
,cr visited by survivors cxa
ready to sail again—for you must un- starboard side of the ship—for the ladders of the lever grazed my forhead in its descent.
zen would not use as a place of sepulture; hut ful machinery; the evenings were too cold
derstand that we were not a regular packet and the deck-pump prevented your getting in The horror of my position seemed to give me Wadsworth and Reno.
that aboinii- to I,.- laid there iu
Ull :
Second Dispatch—
around, and towering far above it, stood those to allow of mj' remaining long on deck ; and on the
station, but had been specially chartor- from between the engines, and the donkey- for the moment preternatural strength, and J
-.1 d ion."—such a people have all their
The earthquake last
same glorious old oaks, through whose myriad I was often glad to exchange for a time the
succeeded
in
night was felt through
oil
out—and
wo
that
was
in
the
on
the
ed
the
and
over
until
thought
engine
port side;
rolling my antagonist
the present and future life of the Iowway
voyage
saloon stove for the bright glow of the boiler |
out Western Nevada.
The shocks continued
wavy leaves shimmered cool the bright Southern
I
had
became
all
to
make
a
rush
and
then
I
we
were
after
without
new
to
struck
him
where you
in,
you
uppermost;
any
get
going
an I most groveling sort; whose religion, if
of
the
and
the
all night. The
company
passengers chief
sum
Long and diligently we, too, sought the furnaces,
in the engine-room were did, without a ducking from the starboard with my clenched list two or three heavy
Virginia
We
City down train on
engineer.
is
a
blind
failwe
cannot
either
ii;,ii- any.
for a chat in the engine-room with my friend
the Carson road, was thrown from the track.
acorns to beautify and cheer the cemeteries of the
at this, for Macpherson was a good waste water-pipe through the ship’s side, blows on the face with such effect that his
pleased
the
Ten o’clock in the evening,
mu should not if we could; or are the vicsort of follow enough, except for that fault which was leaky, so there was generally a hold of me relaxed, and I thought that I had
American, is before of the Russian North. In whenengineer.
it was his watch, generally found me
tti-.-i dark, gloomy, horrible beliefs which
A Turkish Realty. I
which I have mentioned, and a first-rate torrent of water falling from it. 15ut once in, stunned him. In a moment I gained my feet
vain, because out of season; and as the strict rules
his
side
on
the
that
ran
seated
enjoyed the pleas
for
by
platform
shameful
th.'-c
grave- appropriate things
but on llie very last day before with a bag of cotton wipings for a bed, and and fled; but I had been mistaken in fancy- ure this morning of
of the place very properly forbade touching a sinworkman;
ol
the
the
he
around
whence
being introduced to a
tops
cylinders,
tin- -in-eursed world." as the. term it.
and
few
sere
seen
1
a
we
had
rolled
for
a
that
had
he
we
the
of
whom
I
could
was
gathered
my jacket
up
pillow,
quieted my antagonist;
captain,
very handsome Turkish lady, in order to give
gl. leaf, twig or flower,
gen- ing
could in a moment hoar any word passed sailing,
On the other band, when we see the spot selected
yellow leave of the past and hold them as pre- from the deck, had immediate access to the but little for some time past, came on board erally calculate on a comfortable snooze, nearly as quick as I was, and pursued me an opportunity of witnessing a perfect .speci-ia t- ii
i—sjltle: i"i it- own beauty and that of ions memorials of the
place and of them—George handles of the engines, could see the fire- with a person whom he introduced to the without disturbance from the wheels or any- closely. I rushed through the passage by men of Oriental beauty. After a good deal
well protected from intrusion:
a. line
-in
hands as their new chief.
whose remains, doors and stoke-hole, with the
im> Martha Washington
thing else. I am obliged to be so particular the side of the ship, across the stoke-hole ot persuasion she allowed me to copy her proi
glass gauges engine-room
iid nut. ornamented and kept with t:ist>-; often
“He was not the only new arrival on in my description,or you will never understand through the passage between the engines, file. Her eyes and eye-lashes were intenseside by side, are reposing there.
in front of the boilers; and even whilst chat’-.it.! by tin living, a- both a duty and a pleasure;
I have to relate. In this favorite spot ami thence to the platform and up the ladder ly black, though I
with me, could be constantly alive to board. There were a few—very few—pass- what
suspect the latter were
lu r. is a people possessed ol all those attainments EVAPORATING WATER ON STOVES AND ting
the smallest escape of steam, or the least engers ; and a lady, who 1 heard, to my as- of mine, then, you will understand that I lay- leading to the dock. The chief was close be- stained of a deeper dye than the natural one.
civthe
term
hind
I
a
so
that
dared
not
ui-t good things xpressed by
lose time by Her complexion was
FURNACES.
highest
me,
tonishment, was tho captain’s wife, whom he down, and in few minutes was fast asleep.
beautifully fair, with
jarring or chirping sound which told to his had
is kind.
“I had not slept long, when I awoke with turning my head; and 1 remember how I the slightest tint of carnation suffused over
u lei-e religion, like charity,
married since we had been at San Franilization
AVe much regret to see that able and usually corpracticed
eyes or ears that something about
heard his leet siip as iie crossed the uoo ilooi her face. Her
rect and reliable paper—the Boston Journal of
liopoth all things,eudureth all things."
the machinery required lubrication or adjust- cisco. Now as I have already told you, I a start, and with an uneasy consciousness that
lips! sweet lips! that made us
had seen his wife and little daughter but a there was something unusual in the working of flic stoke-hole directly after me. I tried s:gh even to have seen such. Her
Vlike then as a duty to the dead and a pleasure to ('licmist y— persist in maintaining that the evapor- ment.
glossy
I leant on my elbow and to fling open the door of the companion, and hair, which was bound with a kalemkier or
the living; as lifting tile mind upward to a higher ation of water in heated rooms is not necessary;
There was nothing very remarkable about short time before, so you may think how of the engines.
the
deck—1
was
certhis
much
1
at
other
listened.
were
much
more
was
slowgain
thought uiy escape
painted handkerchief, representing a whole
seeing
They
going
surprised
plane of refinement and progress, do w- hope to in lad is more injurious than beneficial to health my acquaintance, Angove ; he was simply an
But oh, sir, I had no sooner touched parterre of flowers, ti 11 in loose curls
woman brought on board as his wife now. I ly than usual,and there was a peculiar jerking tain.
e these old disgraces in the way of country burial
upon
aitd comfort—which view as we believe and tried to honest, straightforward, intelligent, self-eduwas
much surprised at our captain, style about their motion which seemed as if the door than I found that it was closed, fast- her shoulders and down her hack. She wore a
ground* removed this very spring. Almost with- show in our recent article on warming dwellings, cated mechanic; one, in short, of a class whomvery
I had taken fora different sort of man ; they were working expansively with high ened on the outside. 1 looked down. The short black velvet jacket, embroidered with
out money and price it may be done. A little joint is not
very numerous among our steamboat engionly erroneous, but coming from so authori- neers.
chief was standing on the platform at the foot gold laoe; trousers of sky blue and undi rlie was about forty years of age, and hut it was all no business of mine, so I held steam; and the well-known rushing sound
i.-tiun and labor of a few neighbors will work a tative a source and so
rapidly spreading by adop- had
This new woman that in the pipes, like the wind through a door- of the ladder; he held a revolving pistol jaeket of pink crape, and one of those beautiat sea, in my tongue about it.
half
time
that
You
want
no
nearly
blessed
change.
and
spent
costly tion through numerous respectable papers, is ingreat
he had now was very handsome, certainly, way7, when the door is ajar, showed me in a in his hand, and was then in the act of cock- ful transparent shirts which ravish the liemany services and in all parts of the world,
m luuments: these are dumb, cold and heartless ns
of a bold, masculine style, of beauty, moment that they were closely “throttled”— ing it! There was no time for hesitation, holder, and “half reveal the charms they fain
flicting great harm on the public.
on board a Brazilian though
lie
had
been
in
action
Hut a imple tree,
are "lieu tho-c who elect them.
The Journal of Chemistry argues that uo water
and with such an eye! I thought I shouldn’t that is, that the valves in the pipes leading and I Hung myself right off flic ladder upon would hide.”
the
had
died
from
intense
nearly
steam-sloop;
shrub oi flower, planted there by the hand, and wa- other than is
A magnificent Persian shawl encircled her
naturally in the room is ever needed, heat in the engine-room of a Peninsula and exactly like her lor a wife myself; though to the cylinders were partially closed, so as him. He tired, but without having time to
: a'-1, perhaps, by the tears of infection, are monubecause, it says, all the heating neither changes, Oriental boat in the Red
had been she was really handsome, and it was no to check the How of steam from the boilers to take aim, anil 1 was not hit. Willi the force waist, which had nature’s own form, nevet
Sea;
-tine nothing, and far more beautiful and
ments
of my fall, we both rolled off the platform having been
except to a rarer state, nor destroying a particle of wrecked in a West India mail steamer, and wonder that any man should be taken up the engines. I saw, too, that there was a
compressed by the cruel bandage
from the furnaces, and that into the passage between the engines, the ot stays. Iler feet were in slippers, and two
appropriate than the towering piles of sculpt tired the water there; that iu proportion as you heat the afterwards
with her.
very
bright
glow
from
the
service
for
a
discharged
marble or granite. And never—as it is often our air its
“Right or wrong, I form my opinions of the fires were more than usually intense. pistol lining at the same time dashed from or three ugly rings deformed her white and
capacity for holding water increases; that smuggling transaction, with which he vowed
How we both escaped being slender fingers, the nails of which were
j-i■ a-ant lot to do—do we receive calls from some if, fur example, 1000 cubic feet of air at the temper- that he himself had really nothing to do; people pretty quickly; anil I didn’t like our I fancied, also, from the absence of the usual his hand.
dyed
new chief.
He
was quiet and mild in his currents of air, except through the windsail crushed by the machinery 1 scarcely know; with
'trii ki n mother, sister, lover or fri-nd. for some of
henna. Around her neck she wore a
at
the
time
the
late
war
broke
out
servwas
stare of 00 degrees lias, say, two quarts of watery
but
so it was, and directly we were both on double row of
so
that
and
the
and
the
manners
for
of
the
foreliold,
from
and
which
beautiful
emblems
of
their
love
to
appearance
certainly—wonderfully
on board a Russian war-steamer, which
pearls,
living
hungan
vapor in it, heated to 100 degrees it would still have ing
time, in that part of the world—hut there lights and shadows, that the hatches over the our feet again, and struggling through the amulet. Her skin was very white and beauoit around and make cheerful the graves of the
this same two quarts of water as before. Hence it of course he left as soon as possible; had
on
to
the
stoke-hole.
the
tiful
was
a
if
and
the
wicked
crank
to
constant
use
of
the
wild, dissipated,
look,
slippery
;
passage
companion leading
you
red ones, without thinking—here is taste, soul,
served on board a river-boat on the Mississipgratings,
dry vapor bath
follow- that there is no real dryness, and no ad“Here, still grasping each others’ throats, having reduced if to a fineness which I can
n
pi, and another on the Ilooghly, and had understand me, in his eye, which seemed to the deck were closed—a thing that was very7
piety, that outweigh and will outlast all the ditional water is needed, it affirms.
1
to
take
and
saw
then
in
bad
we
weather.
breath;
paused
only compare to a highly polished marble,
seen many a strange event in these and other me to tell that he could be very different if unusual except
-toy decorations ,-l art ell that mere weaith call
Now jhis is. we believe, a correct, statement of
“I was about to creep but of my lair, to that Macpherson and the stokers and trim- and it looked as glossy and as cold. She was
services, from the plain matter-of-lact point he chose. I could not help remarking to
hi.
n,, and do.
in
of
the law which governs
the expansion
liquids oi view natural to his
that i thought we had a rum see what was the meaning of all this, when 1 mers of the watch were lying either dead or well pleased with the drawing 1 made, and,
temperament and edu- Macpherson
■'••'it
'i for thi- nogle t ainl d eradation
n.l fluids; hut the fallacy and the mischief are in cation.
one to deal with now; and he replied that he heard persons in conversation in the
passage dead drunk about the side platforms and on rising to go away she put on her yellow
il,"
ul till- 'll ml Is I In mj
rt.ml
>>—<
I shouted as well as I could, but boots over the beautiful white foot and
law comes in here that deOn Christinas ove we were slipping along should like to know his history, for he guess- between the engines, and almost close to stoke-hole.
ankle,
Hi. nature and condition of deceased bodies
stroy- Ihc truth of the other, viz.: that all this va- fast umlor stoam
and canvas, with the wind ed it was a strange one. One thing was evi- where 1 was. 15v a slight movement I was without avail; and then a thought flashed which it was a sin to conceal; then donning
i ll
rival majority ni'v, r think anything at all on
dent to me from the time he came into the able to see them. One was our chief engineer, across me—the steam whistle! There was a cashmere and cloak, she hade us adieu vvitli
por, partly by reason of it- great divisibility and and sea on the beam; anil the ship,
though
In
.ulije t. The majority perhaps of tliose who more by the power with which the forces of heated not
pitching much, was rolling a good deal. engine-room—he was not a practical work- who had never before been known to be in handle by which it could be sounded from the a grace and elegance which few English lathink something ti.'lieve that the human remains air seize and retain
That he knew something the engine-room at this hour of the night; he engine-room. If 1 could but reach that, I dies could
it, is in a shape and under con- Wo liail but few ivwiongcra uu boai-»l, nnil ol* i”S engineer
equal. No wonder the Turks sigh
s.'iiiftiow, where piaeed till some great day ill ditions to be of very little use to vegetable and an- these four were solemnly playing a rubber, about engines was plain, anil lie gave his had his hands on the injection handles, and must alarm all the ship, and we might yet be for
paradise, when they believe heaven to be
orders
with
and
when
enine
ill
livt'utiin
without any appar- was regulating the supply of water to the saved! But at that moment the companion
decision,
tin- tar distant
they
the
up
while the others were ill in their berths.
imal life.
peopled with houris such as these [Auldjo’s
ent doubt of himself; but there was a diminished
ing 'tut, to resiiun their fortU' r nature and fmtequantity of steam passing through was opened, and the youth, the chief’s accom- Visit to Constantinople.
Precisely the same thing is seen in times of great There was evidently not much Christmas
theoretical rather than a practical twang the
a
r. is m>\v one ot the e\iew
engines. The other, with his back turn- plice, descended, lie came down the ladder
drouth. The Journal of Chemistry and those who festivity to he expected in the saloon, so 1
about them, as if his knowledge of marine ed towards me, was a
plndi I dogmas of the past: all philosople-i-s even
person whom 1 did not hastily; but he had no sooner turned and seen
will it will say—It is all idle to talk about came shivering oft' the deck, where 1 had
igr.
A-‘merchant prime” of New York—a portin the moonlight, and engines had been gained rather by study know at all. He appeared a slight, grace- what was going on than he paused, as it
hiistiatts of ail -i-els the
wheri and all ihrtltigem
air being dry and parched in these drouths. been smoking a cigar
six-footer of great manly beauty, who
Ilis hands were too fully-formed young man, of middle
on than by experience.
monstrou-. tmnow unite to pronounce il aiile
frightened and irresolute how to act. The ly
height,
\\ b>. as y in see by the ponds and streams being seated myself in my accustomed place
never dined without his
brandy and watei
the engine-room platform, enjoying the white and delicate for a man who had used dressed in sailor’s dollies of a line texture, chief saw him as soon as I did, and sung out
i.-ntilie and unseriptural.
lev. by evaporation, the air never had in it more
nor went to bed without a
terrapin or oyster
warm glow from the furnaces.
had the hammer, and chisel, and lile much; and and with the voice of a youth, rather than to him—
For organic chemistry lenionstrates with the watei than now: all
Angovc
this idea of dryness exists is
into the engine-room suddenly on that of a man. I should have
supper, and who was never known to be
‘The
I
the
when
a
lit
a
which
There
coming
between
out
at
him,
just
pistol!
cigar
gave
gone
pistol!
ertaiotv of mathematics that, strictly, then is no in the delusion of the
drunk, died of chronic diarrhoea—a common
feelings and not in fact. But slight escape of steam from one of the valve the evening before we sailed, 1 found him once to sec iwhat was doing, but the first the engines !1
o ath!
What seems so is ouly transition: death the common sense of
end ot those who are never intoxicated and
the people will say—“We
some job at the vice which was fixed words I
“The
boxes
arrested
his
attention.
arrested
the
The
doing
and
comdistinguished
youth picked up
my attention
pistol,
being only tie- change of tin' body's parliejes irom know nothing about jour fine-spun theories, but stuffing on
never out of liquor.
Ilali’s Journal of Health
for
I
and
in
a
liimselt,
moment.
It
was
the
which we had our seats was on there—something
fancy,
platform
ing t'orwaid, presented it at mo; but 1 could
youth who said—to another mode of being,
in
eording to tin we do know the cattle and
are dying and a level with the
‘“IIow long before we shall leave the 'Ce, even in that, moment, that he had omit- gives this account of his death :
vegetation
of the cylinders, with a not for the engines—and from the manner in
tops
ns ot organii matter wliieli in there to receive
Months before he died—lie was a
ted to cock it.
lie pulled at the trigger, but
people suffering in health and comfort, because all railing nearly breast high between it and the which he handled his tools it was plain that ship ?’
year in
iii'i ili 'i iis and all the low forms
h
If t ii-te
I set him down in my
tliis water in the air persists in staying there and engines: and to get at the stuffing-boxes in he was no workman.
of course without a>. til. The chief saw, as I dying—he could eat nothing without distress,
“•Not
the
i
now,’
‘but
replied
chief;
long
and at death the whole alimentary canal was
IV*, tho>" human particles become a part of
doing nobody or thing any good." And all must question it was necessary, in order to avoid own mind for a civil engineer, who had come we have nothing more to do, except to start I did the cause of the failure “cock it, <1—n you,
a mass ot disease ; in the midst of his
il Hu lia-'li," firms of vegetable bt'ilig, they see
in drouth times all this water in the air
out to the diggings, had had a bad run of when it is time.’
millions
cock
it
?’
he
cried
struck
the
of
ami
then
I
bars
the
moheard
out;
.that
by
being
parallel
|
he died of inanition, That is not the half,
hist j" ilia;*- in tie waving grass, then the ma- avails nothing till, by a change in the forces and
‘Are you sure that the third engineer is the clink as the hammer was drawn back,
tion, to wait until the engine took her down luck, and was glad to work his way home as
conditions
which
held
it
in
that
it.
ashigh solution,
ti
or tin beautiful flowers that adorn
and the chamber revolved. It was now or reader. He had been a steady drinker, a
all right ?’
your sumes the
stroke, and then vault in over the rail to the best he could.
shape of dew, vapor and rain.
“At length wo wore ready for sea, having
ni,'I isiue upward and upward through
‘Yes. He sleeps in one of the wheel- never for me. I am a Cornishman, sir ; and, daily drinker, for twenty-eight years. ScrofNow a room much heated by artificial means is top of the cylinder cover, before she came
ula lias been eating up one
:
u
u-ai 1
"I organized 1 icings, to become only an artificial drouth; obeying precisely the
daughter lot
up again. Taking a spanner, to screw down taken onboard a small cargo, and also some houses, and I have turned the key upon him. like most from that country, a little bit ot a
"i
We had Dick is at the wheel; the rest of the watch wrestler. 1 had regained my strength a lit- fifteen years; another is in the mad-house
ami <gtin as I'-fore tin material vesture of same laws and conditions as natural ones; and no the gland, Angove awaited the proper mo- gold on its way to the States.
more in the one case than the other is this extreme:
and vaulted over the rail; but at that beautiful weather down the coast, and for on deck, and these smutty fellows are dispos- tle, and skill took the place of what was the third and fourth were of unearthly beauty ;
human soul.
ly rarilied water of any appreciable account to veg- ment,
Mac- ed of. We have lowered Liu- boat all safe, wanting. It was my only chance. So, quick there was a kind of grandeur in that beauty
I in o if our very dust is thus to perpetually re- etable and animal life; not till from the loss of heat instant the ship took a heavier roll than ordi- some time nothing unusual occurred.
but they blighted, and paled, and faded—Into
and
I
watch
with
alterwatch
his
as lightning, I gave “toe," as we call it in
and
other
foot
on
the
and all is ready for a start.’
causes
kept
I it's it matter nothing to find itself grieving
11v
perhaps it comes back to the or- nary,
slipped
greasy, sloping pherson
heaven, we trust—in their sweet teens; andinal v apor point.
surface of the false cover, and he had the nately, our new chief of course taking none ;
our country, and turned him over like a
‘Then why not go now ?’
in these low and despised tortus of weeds,
top
Tie experience of the thousands, sick and well,
other is tottering on the verge of the grave,
narrowest escape possible from being pre- indeed he came very seldom into the engine‘No, we might still be discovered in time towards the side on which the youth was
Mies and brambles, rather than in tlios, nobler whom we have seen
is, that air heated to a degree
and only one is left with all senses, and each
room at all; and when lie did he interfered to
the
lie
tired
at
the
Let
same instant; but
us
wait
till
the
last
cipitated
working
parts
standing,
lie
among
moment,
to
headlong
spoil.
comfortable in the coldest weather by artificial
uid more beautiful forms of life whose conHe saved himself just in with nobody, lie would just glance at the and we shall he sure that we have got rid of t;lu' sudden turn I gave my antagonist chang- ot them as weak as water.
means, though containing in this rarilied form all of the machinery.
templation gives joy to, elm ates and enlarges all its normal
The same
instances another ease
of water, produces sore skins, time by catching hold ot the cylinder cross- gauges, open a fire-door and look in, and the infernal ship and all that could ever
quantity
give ed our positions, and the bullet, after indict- that should periodical the one hist
the powers of the soul
noses, eyes, &c.; causes bread to
supplement
dry
up; furni- head ; but this cross-head worked up to with- feel the heat of the condensers; but would us trouble.
a
tlesh
in
given;
wound
entered
his
he
Uut,
arm,
G—d,’
‘there ing
said,
my
by
N i! inappropriate, perhaps, to our
ture
to
to fall
A gentleman of thirty-live was
pieces; plants to dry up and die. in half an inch of one of the deck
subject is the
on
make no remark, unless there was a little es- isn’t much time to spare, either. The steam hotly instead of mine. The youth gazed for
sitting
beams;
These
cannot
be
the
effect
of
the
and
an
American
imfeeling
ry
boy and bis present to Nichand before lie could withdraw his hand the cape of steam, or any thing of that sort which mounts quicker than I thought, it is at twenty- a moment with a look of horror, and then. a chair, without any specially critical svnipbut
are sober, solemn facts which will
agination,'’
olas, -ate emperor of Russia—a true story and less not
toms present; still lie was known to lx-a
two were nearly close together; the smallest a child might notice. He seldom found fault live already, and the water is all out of the I with a scream, threw herself on the body,
go out of sight at any man’s bidding.
'lie trouble with the Journal of
widely known than it ought to i
we conceivable space of time longer, and his with anybody; and very often, indeed
al- gauges. Just step on deck, and tell Dirk we j And that same instant 1 saw who it was. It "dissipated young mail." lie rose, ran fifty
Chemistry,
too often the case in the
tell down and died, The whole coverOur then minister at the Russian court, and af- think, as
world, is debe crushed between them ; such most every night, he used to send down grog shall be off at once.’
was no youth, but a woman, and our captain’s feet,
ducing a universal rule or precept from circuro- hand would
of the brain was thickened, its cavities
terwards Vicc-lTesideUt—lion. (,eo. M. Italia:— slaiiccs
and conditions which seldom warrant these close work was it, indeed, that he actually to the stokers and trimmers on watch, so
“The youth turned and ascended quickly new wiie. llut 1 did not wait to speculate ing
.it a puli’!" dinner given him by his friend.'on his
onclusioiis. Thus I>r. Nichols, the author of tills felt the squeeze, and the skin was red with they began to consider him a sort [of sea to the deck; and the chief went to the stoke- on this, for 1 saw that the tires must be drawn were tilled with a fluid that did not belong to
return home, related the following incidents. t\ Inch no water evaporation theory, founds his rule on
the pressure.
angel, and to wish that they could always hole, opened the furnace-doors, looked at the and 1 had no strength left. 1 sprang to the it, enough to kill half a dozen men with
his own careiul,scientific experience; so
I know I was terribly frightened, and have him for a chief. Our captain, too,
i- our authority for them.
regulahandle and sounding the whistle. There was apoplexy; a great portion of one lung was
ap- fires, and threw in some coals and tallow.
and
ting
adjusting the water pipes—his method of started
'hi
anil horror-struck; but An- peared to think more of his wife than of the
la'. In- said, u green, gawky Yankee boy
“I
a
the
well-known shrill shriek which could not in a state of gangrene, and nearly all tinup
should
make
bad
hand
at
pale
to
never
allow
the
air
to
heating—as
describing
get above the
other was hardened and useless; blood and
who-1 blubs Mimed to have outgrown his gar- balmy, genial warmth of summer; his rule there- gove finished his work coolly, vaulted out ship, and also seemed to me to be drinking my feelings, aid all that sort of
fail
to be heard throughout the ship, and I
but!
thing;
matter plastered the inner
yellow
ments many inches during the voyage, called at his fore of no more water is a great truth to him and his again over tin rail, and seated himself at my pretty much; and Macpherson soon found think
on
the
fell
down
stoke-hole
floor.
covering it
that
the
unaccountfainting
you may imagine
the lungs, while angry red patches of destinebut a great and fatal error where side, a little
circumstances,
he
that
ile
hut
take
his
calm
little
and
selfhe
•‘I
ai
Uie
able
of
a
remember
little
more
that
might
in
until
p
ortiec
ltu-siaii capital, and wanted a letter of the
the ship—
perfectly
drop when,
appearance
passed
stranger
circumstances are about opposite, as in most
possessed, and smoked away his cigar as if liked, having nobody to find fault with him, the intelligence that the watch both on deck I found myself in the hospital at l’auama. tive inflammation were scattered along tinintroduction m the Emperor. Mr. Dallas told him dwellings. For in a million of these, how
many
had happened.
except myself, who was subordinate. So, and in the engine-room were disposed of— The events of that night—my wound, and whole alimentary canal. Why, there was
l was only distinguished persons ill court dress have a chemist and philosopher with his pains-tak- nothing
with liis thermometers, his barometers, his
“My dear fellow,” I cried, “what a nar- altogether,discipline became very lax,and ex the knowledge that the steam was at twenty- want of medical attendance, tor we carried enough of death in that one man’s body to
Ilia! had Ilia1 honor, and advised him not to attempt ing,
have killed forty men.
hygrometers and countless other contrivances to in- row escape! I thought it was all over with cept the mates, who were blusterers of the live pounds to the inch, our usual
But I've got a present for the emperor and sure “this
u.
working no surgeon—had brought on an attack of
equable warmth and agreeable mois- you.”
Yankee type, we were all quite a happy
1
ill.
1
and
had
been
had
and
fever,
lifteen,
pressure being
dangerously
rapidly raising,
must see him.” said the boy.
Mr. D. reminded ture." If he and the like of hint will say, as we
A most singular circumstance occurred iu
“Yes, indeed,” lie said, “it was close family at sea. 1 could not help fancying, with the safety-valves, of course, fastened been delirious, and when l did regain my
bim Hint only great *10.1
11yrn.nni would lie believe they will—“ no water where the heating
work! But thank God, it’s all right. A however, that it was all too good to last; and down or
i„ properly constructed and
A
rl„.n.tuN
the
events
wnieh happened the town of Winchester, Mass,, Monday
loaded—the engines consciousness,
I 1 bore, and hoped he would not trouble his
managed,
"in
very
heavily
but water wherefrom neglect of these or from oth- very small fraction of a second
throttled of half of their steam, the feed in were so mingled in my brain with the extrav- well digger named Winn, was employed in
longer,” so it turned out.
But I'm hound bn see the emperor, and er causes the rooms arc inordinately
ma|ost\.
heated, and its looking at his hand, “and my power of using
“We had got well dewn the coast, and i the boilers very low, and the furnaces fed agant fat cies of my delirium, that I found it walling up a well. The well had been sunk
I'll 00 "lone if you wont give the letter,”
vapor not in present available condition,"— hammer and chisel wouldn’t
replied watery
to the depth of
have been of knew we were not far >if the coast, when with oil and tallow, it was
will
hit
the
exact
thirty-eight feet, and Mr
they
and
truth,
earn
the
altogether enough dillieult to distinguish the one from the other. Winn was
So giving bliu a brief letter
blessings much account.”
stating that of mankind.
in the act of sinking a
one night—a fine night it was, but
curbing for
very dark to make one fuel queer. The boilers were I soon discovered, however, that people had
oung countryman of his desired ail audience
We sat for some minutes without
speaking; —it was my watch below front midnight to new and strong; but, for that very reason, been told I had been guilty of gross insu- the foundation, when his feet began to settle
■•oh In- Majesty, the boy departed, whom 51 r. D. CORNING MEAT—AN EXCELLENT WAY. both, no doubt,
meditating on what had oc- four in the morning. When I say ‘my watch when they did give away, the destruction bordination towards the chief engineer, and in the sand at the bottom, lie did not at
Many are the directions for this important busi- curred ; and then, full of the subject, I below’ you know, sir, 1 do not mean
tirst mind this, until he had occasion to shift
-1 eted to si-e insulted by the courtiers and IVmy would be greater; and I expected soon a that he had been so maddened by passion as
a'cted liy the autocrat. But judge of my surjirisc, ness, most of which are worthless, as we have found said—
watch below in the engine-room, but nty terrific
which might probably send to lire his revolyer at me ; and that 1, having his position, when he found to his dismay that
explosion,
°n trial.
“It must bo very dangerous work,
But for many years we have used this
Mr D. said, oil seeing the boy, the next
morning,
going turn oil' duty. Macpherson and I occupied the ship to the bottom. 1 understood at once gained possession of the weapon in the strug- his feet were imbedded fast in the sand. He
111 Ids homespun,
as a sleeping cabin one of the deck-houses —indeed there was no room tor doubt
riding in the emperor’s carriage plan, and can recommend it as exeellcni, if all the about the engines in really bad weather ?”
after ! gle which ensued, had shot hint, to save my gave the alarm, when assistance came, but
till efforts to disengage him from his perilous
“Yes, it is,” he said, “especially in some abaft the paddle wheel, in which were two what I had seen and heard—that the villains own
and "a'ing his cotton handkerchief at me as he conditions are complied with.
liji‘. Of course I denied this; hut my
For 100 lbs. ol beef from which all blood and oth- engine-rooms; nearly as bad, I think, as it is bunks, one over the other, one his the other had
Vi the minister’s first interview with the
no
so
position
proved unavailable until yesterday
passed
some
means
doubt
were
hold
of
incoherthe
on
ideas,
and,
talk,
my
by
got
gold
for the sailors to go aloft. But I have
er impurities have been well
nipt j-oj tii* learned these particulars.
always mine. At eight bells—twelve o’clock you board; that they had either drugged or over- ent, that but little notice was taken of what 1 afternoon, when he was extricated alive.
washed in cold water,
been very fortunate.”
know—I called him, and he turned out its
flitting into the royal presence and standing with take 3 lbs. rock salt; 1 lb.brown sugar; 1-2 oz. salt
powered the watch, and that it was their in- said Soon the captain of the steamer came The sand in which the m.m was held is pos“Hid you never meet with an accident ?” usual, and went to take
Si)
of the engine- tention to blow up the ship, and escape in the to my bedside, and begged and entreated me scssed of great adhesive properties.
his hands deep in his breeches pocket, the
petre—-those who dislike the salt-petre can omit it
charge
beboy
and add 1-2 lb. more salt. Boil these In water I asked.
room ; whilst I turned into
my bunk and contusion; or to getaway a little beforehand, in the most earnest, the most piteous man- tough and tenacious is it, that it was found
Then you’re the emperor of all these ere
gan:
“No.” he replied; “but was very near one tried to go to
enough to entirely cover the meat; skim and when
sleep. Now to sleep close be- and trust to the explosion, which must in- ner, to allow this version of the story to be impossible to withdraw an iron bar sunk iu
1 have that honor, my cold pour over the
Uus-ians, he you, Sir?”
meat, in a sweet vessel, of course. once—a worse one perhaps than even this hind a paddle-box, with the wheel but a
•Heat
evitably follow, to remove all proof of their believed. He said he had been bewitched it to the depth of fifteen inches.
prepared in this way is tender, juicy and would have been—and
Wall—I wantyoung friend,” said the autocrat.
yet it was not exactly foot or two from your head, is, for those un- crime and all dread of capture. I saw what by the charms and arts of that women, and
good enough for tho king” every way—because
■! to see some of the world, and so come out liero
an accident either.”
accustomed to it, and sometimes even for it was; but I confess to
111x1 right to boil without
The two New York policemen who robbed
l 'I'".1”
you, sir, at the risk believing that none of the crew knew lie was
any
freshening,”
in one of our ships and took a little
“What was it then ?” I asked.
present along all is goodness remains in it; while
those who are used to it, rather a difficult of
a coward, that I stood at already married, he had agreed to give her a a man of several hundred dollars iu the
the common
by
being
thought
1 o' you, Mr.
method
ol
You see fnother’n I had
Emperor.
“Well,” he said, “it is a subject on which operation, especially when the ship is rolling. first unable to think or act to
•; suiting” all of the best of the meat is
any useful pur- passage, and had taken her on board with streets of that city, have been sent to State
bisuess to our city of Washington, and while thiow n out in the freshenin'* process
I don’t much like to speak; and, indeed, I There is a crack and a
buzz, as your side pose. Had I been prompt aud decided, now him as his wife. She had obtained from him, prison for live years.
But mark two or three
This method will have never told the whole
thfiigs.
iwailiu’ there we went down to a place called 51t.
to
rises
with
a
the roll; and
story
any one;
bang, and a shock, was my time to have acted while the stranger by pretending a playful womanish curiosity,
pieseri c meat only in cold weather, say from Debut I think a sufficiently long time has now and a
Vernon, where our great Washington lived and cember to March,and it should be kept
sputter as your wheel is in its turn was on deck ; but 1 own that I stood rooted a knowledge of where the gold on board was
in the coldA New York druggist says he has at least
est part ol the cellar or some out bundin'*
and
I
as
b*-d. Vou’ve heern ot onr
well give it to you, half buried in tin; sea; with a continual trem- to the
may
with shaky knees, with quivering stowed, and how it could be got at; and this twenty regular customers, all
that elapsed,
good Washington, Mr. don’t freeze too hard. An
spot,
ice
belonging to
since
house is the best
l.iiigV" ■•indeed I have, my young
you are pleased to say you like hearing ble and shake, never ceasing for a moment, lips, and with the cold, clammy
gentleman; place. Don’t allow a single particle ever
perspiration vile woman, with her accomplice and para- the middle or laboring classes, who purchase
to <*et my little adventures.
tin noblest character in nil
which
render
in
a
on
such
forehead.
1
altogether
have often been mour (the villain whom he had foolishly en- opium of him. Nearly
sleeping
my
standing
history. I have a pie- above Uie pickle, as during January thaws these
every druggist could
“It was many years ago—when the Cali- position an art
tun
here of him an)i his
only to be acquired by long in peril, but I never felt so unmanned, before gaged, at her recommendation, as chief en- probably tell the same story.
residence,” replied his will hurt” and spoil the whole; so put over the fornia
were
meat
a board like the follower in a
and
as
I
\\
have said, not always to be or since, as I did then; and I verily believe gineer), and another man, also shipped at
gold-diggings
attracting every- practice ;
cheese press
majesty
all," sui<l the hoy, tlie first thing
and on this a good sized stone, and on this stone
body’s attention—that I went out as third depended upon even then. I can sleep as well that, had I been left alone, I should have al- San Francisco, between them conceived and
a
1 done was to run
rigid to Washington’s grave. small bag of salt one comer of which just
Beecher says a certain offender whom he
of
a
steamer
from
touches
Panama
to
San as the most of people; and am not at all a lowed the ship, and the
Big, tall oak stood there keeping sort ov watch the pickle; for salt is heavier than water, and so engineer
gold, and my attempted to carry out that atrocious project mentions should be made to “sit for four
Francisco. I liked the captain very much, particular man in such
but on the own life, and the lives of all on board to take in which they had been so nearly successful.
sinks to the bottom, leaving the surface too
matters;
over it, like your soldiers
mortal
fresh and I had known him
do here; so I scooped up
and so spoiling the meat, even when, as a
by sight before, though night in question, although there was not their chance, rather than to venture out to The engineer’s wound had notbeenserious.and sermon hours in aa cold church, and listen to a
there ’ere
whole he didn’t
read by near-sighted man who had
aconis”-disgorgillf? |lis pockcts of SBV. too much salt has been used. When cold weather
know me; for a short time pre- much sea on, l soon found that
face
those
the captain said that he had connived at his es- lost his
any attempt
end quarts
desperadoes.
and brought them to
spectacles!” And he says he don’t
you so’s you breaks, if you have any meat left—which rarely viously he had several times come on board to get a sleep in my bunk was
I
“But I had not the choice. The chief, af- cape with his accomplices as soon as the ship see
hopeless.
could plant ’em, and have our
what in hell could be worse than this.
happens if properly cured by this method—re-salt a ship to which I then
at New York, could not afford to throw
Wasliiiigton’s oaks and
four hours ter looking at the lire, and
belonged
my
into
The
had
away
the
not
indeed,
as
woman,
in
warm
got
re-pickle
weather
1
port.
methods.
it
examining
over you and
grow
to see the captain, who was a friend of his. in
your wife, sometime, 5Ir.
Unless you are willing to follow
thinking about it; so turning out again guages, crossed the stoke hole to the other been seen in her disguise by any one but himA Wisconsin genius has invented a lazy
carefully all
“This is the noblest present I
emperor.
have these directions—and it is less trouble than to write Once or twice he had brought off his wife without much delay, 1 went below to the en- passage under the starboard
platform, with self; for he had been first in the engine-room man’s tire-kindlor. It operates like an alarm
e'er received,'
said Nicholas. “I shall treasure them out—we advise you to keep on in the old and little daughter with him—-such a sweet
and crept into a snug little spot the view probably of
gine-room,
at
when
the
some
of
the
the
whistle
sounded
getting
alarm, and had clock, and will strike a match and light an
“salt mess” method which makes even Jack Tar
it as
very precious thing:” and taking
lady-like young woman, and such a dear lit- between the starboard cylinder and the for- grease and tallow that was stowed
hoe wince and scold.
away managed somehow to get her out of the way oiled wick in the stove grate at any desired
tle girl! 1 recollect taking them down once ward bulkhead of the
1
which
dose
I
had stowed my couch.
I unseen.
'It would be useless now.’ lie said. hour.
engine-room,
by where

planted
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LETTER FROM BOSTON.
There is a commotion among the Collectkiio'w that the picture was line anil 1 liked it.
immensely profitable, anil continued
Correspondence oi the Journal.
when
its
ors
of
commissions
recent
Customs
in
whose
I
powMaine,
On the right of the canvass is seen a
period,
very
Philadelphia, Jan. 3.
ship at
er and authority was transferred to the new expire the present year.
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overhead hangs dark, threatening
of Rev. Baron Stowe--Reof Large Bridge at Bush River, causing deIt lias already been stated in the newspa- ,
The settlers, or rather hunters and trappers striving for a new hold ; but as Grant is said
clouds.
Dimunion
of
the
Sons
of
At tin helm stands the captain and
Bowdoin—Dotty
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A' 11 public house in
Fortunately the this, the company was to pay yearly to the
blown down yesterday and carried down the festivity, into a holocaust.
JIauuy link, the landlord has
What an amount of wisdom the republican
painted up outsell his d. "Goo I ilc sold
it the same hall ot.
courset was delivered
part of the floor occupied by the stoves did sovereign two elks and two black beavers;
IIow came the smuggling to bo exposed at lust?
river.
!
embodies
hnt
don’t
take
my wofd tor ,t.''
Was it
this same custom house, or did the party
Several vessels are adrift on the river be- not give way, and the lamps that went down but this only whenever the
Thursday '‘veiling by Anna Dickinson, subsovereign should Journal,through
ever ready as it is to spy out radical fraud,
In Hartford, McGuire, who murdered his
Through
tween (ierniantown and Tivoli with no one were extinguished by the fall.
wile,
coiu.Miss
Dickinson
We have re- ject. "Down Brakes.”
these happy circumstances alone, over two happen to be within the territories granted. scent the bold operation, and expo.-e it:- Lotus
Daily Kennebec Joi ns.u.
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mi board.
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that
make
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hundred
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men,
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power
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laws,
saying
ceived the first number of the Daily issued
flic wind is still blowing fiercely from the
No, we did not expose the smuggling, alspared a terrible death, and the community stitutions, and ordinances, and to provide
out beast, but the weather is clear.
tlio publishers ot the Kennebec Journal. slight misapprehension in regard to the subRichard.-on ha- been heard from ill the pint hunt
by
In the meantime the
a horrible calamity.
it was as apparent to us as to every
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Haim mim, Conn., Jan. J.
and
Legisthe loud screams
groans of the wounded
violation. Fines for the breach of laws thus other person in tin* city. Itr would have been lature
announci d as upon the Chinese, only touche.!
Portland la.-t year imported IO.ihX)
hogshead-ot
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about
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anything
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no
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Stafford Springs, Conn., says the rain of Sun- the other in the cellar, were heartrending made were to go to the company. There
publication.
why
good
the story would have boon denounced as a
i he < ape A. <>*l ship calm! is
and continuous. As soon as tools were ob- was. however, one limitation to these
the large cities and towns which cluster eminently new, specially fresh, entirely un- j
powers:
being scrinuslv i.dk
day caused a great flood in that vicinity. At
ed of.
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Mill dam and the
sensation was rented in Pittsburg In-t
ces which the company might make, and the incidents were noticed in connection with
She discussed the question w.th her j t^iiite
to at least one daily, even though the rail- man.
d mi ol ('(inverse A Son were carried away, through which those who were able made
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the
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the
screamensued,
provincial
old about Uncords of wood
The damage j
pose, wore required to he “reasonable, and queer
hours from the press.
The Journal is a is merciless in her satire, and use- up her promenade.
j lh- Portland & Keiim-bee Railroad ha- declared
amounts to over S-jlUMi.
ing women and children rushed to and fro in not contrary or repugnant, but as near as the wharves, looking antiquated enough to handsome
well
filled
with news and opponents in a very summary manlier.
sheet,
their frantic search for their friends. Those
a semi-annual divid-md
have
one rtf the
been
ot -i.v per cent.
discovery fleet of ChrisThere have been some important clerical
unable to extricate themselves from beneath may be agreeable to tbe laws, statutes, or
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miscellany, and we trust will be a success.
Columbus.
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A ( iiieimiatian who
own
TIu* newest gossip in Boston is
mudstone, tbitne
ha-1
the ro- the benches and Christmas tree that had
customs” of tbe realm. How complete was topher
week
lew
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re.-ently
Boston
the
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past
during
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changes
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a
!
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The Bangor Whig gives the particulars of occasioned by death and resignations.
conveyed by
ing to rumor, is to this effect, as given by the help themselves, were carefully removed, Charles IL
took down the walls, leaving Hot eie- -lorn no.ii
inodern anchor big enough for a of ship a
Dr. Gannett of the Arlington St. church, j another.
may be seen from tbe stipulation
a murder and attempted suicide in that ciiv
i'"inniercial Bulletin: —•■An English gentle- and the
wounded
sent
home
in
carseriously
thousand tons,the weight of which raised her
man who IVi-ipiented the institution became
on Sunday.
John Lawrence, a worthless (Unitarian) one of the oldest ministers :u j
Full half an hour had elapsed be- on tbe part of tbe king that no other subjects
\ little event that recently
riages.
happened to the editor
.■harmed with the appearance and virtues of fore all were extricated. While, as
of Great Britain, except tbe few individuals funny, pointed stern high in the air, like a and drunken
the of fli Gardiner
may
fellow, living in intimate rela- Boston, has resigned his pastorate, led to
thus niode-tly mReporter.
■me of the fair assistants, the ice ol his
rigid be supposed, almost all who fell received forming tbe company, should visit the ports, duck in the act ol diving.- Next morning tions with a Mrs.
infirmities j nouneed in the column- of that
a re- step by his age and increasing
shot
her
with
paper—
Atwood,
reserve
was
melted
the
sunshine
more
or
less
by
English
sprains, bruises and scratches,
I
or territories granted, con- the anchor was gone, and her bow stuck up
In this aty. Dee. ioth. Gy Rev. J. M. Paine. Mr.
of her smile, he became sociable andeommu- it is wonderful that so few received serious havens, islands,
volver, the balls taking effect in her wrist, lie. has been settled over this society some
\
u.
Giles
Bail
to
Miss
Ella
Emerson, both of tliito tbe true meaning of tbe charter, that, in the air with the weight of somethin" aft.
niealive ; finally more])ointedin his attentions,
arm and side.
It is thought her wounds will sixty years. And this week took place tie- ] city.
injury, and that none were killed. At the trary
when the lady, like a. discreet New England time, it was
supposed that a considerable is, for trading purposes. All other subjects But the third day she rode on an even keel, prove fatal. lie then went loan attic on death and funeral of Rev. Baron Stowe. P.
Fhurie- W. Quint, a I. •> employed in the Lincoln
maiden, a- she was, became more retiring number hurt had their bones fractured, and of tbe crown were
expressly forbidden to looking as virtuously innocent as the old Main street, where he cut his throat, and 1). The funeral sendees were held at tin Mill, at Lewiston, wa- kided la-t week, hv getting
and reserved, not choosing to receive attensurgical assistance was immediately sent for visit or trade at any of the places, unless maids of captured Ishmail, who wondered—
tions from one whose character and social po- to the
alight in an elevator.
was found by tho ollieers.
llis wound is not ('larendon Street Church on Wednesday
city. It now appears that only two, a
licensed by tbe company, on pain
“Wherefore the ravishing did not begin."
sition she knew nothing of, He, on the other Mrs. Wilcox and a Mrs.
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specially
A \a-t bed of -ea clani>, t.hiekly planted o\ ei a
apprnpriat
beautifully
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being
Blown.aged seventytwo or thro, mil*
in extent, has bet u di-.hand, more enamored titan ever, sought out a two, had bones fractured. Each of these of incurring tbe royal indignation, and the
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The Free Press asks how these transactions
decorated for the occasion.
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Let
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obtained for the fair librarian her situation, ceived serious injury, but I hear of none that
or from tbe territories in
question. Offend- and listen. One fine
Do the ad\ertisemonts of “goodwaiters wanting
there arrived most newsy and piquant of tlu- New Eng- ferial brethren, and remarks were made by
obtained formal introduction at a little com-, are not in a fair way to recover, It seems
morning
ers might lie bound in tbe
refer t<» any of the ltadieal plaee-huntn
penalty of Cl,TOO in the city a stranger, who took lodgings at land dailies, was enlarged on New Years by. Rev. Roll'm II. Xeal. 1). D., and other promi- j -dilation-"
patty given at a residence on Beacon Hill, as that those engaged in putting up the Christhave done a great deal of waiting latch > \.
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.Mr Bute, an Englishman of eluii after and po- mas tree the
day before the festival, dis-1 not again to trade within tbe exclusive do- tlte New England House. He had the pa- the addition ot a column to’eaeh page, and nent ministers, associates and tried friends V. Leader.
sition, and next visited the par nts of the ob- covered that the upper hall floor had settled I main of the
The
company.
company bad pers which accredited him as the agent of a with new type throughout. The Herald has a of the deceased.
| Ex-Gov Seymour was thrown from a carriage
ject of his admiration, who wer plain country several inches with the weight of the few in full
power to send vessels of war, with men New York Life Insurance
:i-t week, and had his shoulder dislocated.
The sons of Bowdoin resident in Boston
Company, and was circulation of sixty thousand.
people on a New Hampshire tarm, and solic- the hall at the time. They raised it up and and
ammunition, to any ot their forts, factor- a very pleasant
V
ited permission to pay his addresses to their placed a small joist beneath it, and with this
in Portsmouth, N. IL.ha- id\et
who
called his
gentleman,
and vicinity held their second annual reunion i-od tradesman
in every issue of a paper of that eitv forth,
Leoisi.atl ue. The Legislature assembled
daughter, informing tie m that he was Lord frail support these very persons, with a full ies, or places of trade, for tbe defence and name llollins. He mingled
on
with
House
Revere
at the
Tuesday evening ist twenty-two years. He has grown rich.
freely
peoBute, and desired to make honorable propos- knowledge of this fact, trusted tlieii^ lives security of tbe same,
appointing command- pic, visited tin; stores, bought little packages on Wednesday, Hut we have no report of pro- last. The company were some sixty in
als for the hand of the young lady. The old and those of their neighbors and friends.
An unknown man walked otl* the Hast Ito-ton
ers anil officers, by commission under their of
in
The
caucus .nomiRepublicans
high priced foreign goods, and made him- ceedings.
folks .amazed, referred him to the young lady
number, w ho, after some preliminary busi- Yrry boat, during the storm of Sunday night, md
common
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W.
W.
Bolster
for
the
President
ot
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of
makThey
self generally acquainted with the
right
herself. She is said to have at first modestly
ness sat down to a dinner prepared in the vas drowned.
In Bangor on Wednesday evening last, fire
lay ot the
objected, saying that she feared to assume broke out in the two story brick store on Main ing war or concluding peace with any non- land. Procuring a night-key to the hotel, he Senate, and Reuben Foster for Speaker. Far- best
style of the. Revere House. President Fields, the Pennsylvania murderer, ti"U a dosuch a position as the marriage with an Engwell was weighted too heavily with paper
street, occupied by Jos. F. Snow, dry goods, Christian prince or people within the territo- used to go and come as he
Harris was present, and also the venerable it vinegar and molasses to cure a -mv throat halt
It was
pleased.
lish nobleman would place her in, to which and Burnham’s
an hour before lie was hanged.
credits to be successful.
photograph rooms and Todd’s ries covered by their charter. They might noticed by one or two
men that putProfessor Packard, who is, 1 believe, the only
his Lordship gallantly replied that her grace
picture frame factory. The stock of dry goods, build castles, fortifications, forts, or garrisons, ting on a different observing
SLAV. Biiekhout, w ho i- believed to l»c iu.-aiie,
and beauty fitted her for any position.’ How(
dress, the insurance agent
valued at $15,000 was removed, badly damoriginal professor now' serving at the ollege. shot
his wife and Ciiark- Randall, and fatally
The Gloucester Advertiser says the year
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not
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Any
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owned
Y.
villages
was
last, after several weeks of endeavor to to the
time generally until late in the N.
by Sylvanus Rich,
fishing licet of that port, the losses of had a good
rangments for the approaching nuptials.”
ed for $-_>500. The photograph stock was a bers of the company .whether English subjects insure the lives of citizens
The colored pussou- throughout the country. <»n
ol Belfast, the life and property greatly exceed those of last evening when they disbanded.
total loss. Todd’s loss is $500; no insurance or not, who should sail into Hudson’s
lives have been lost,
the Isi celebrated th umi\er-arv of their ire dum.
or agent appeared one
season.
of
chromo
Sixty-seven
bay
A
new
after
a
Dotty Dimple,
morning, accompanied
lit nrise 1) 1:1:1: r.v Stk.VM. A correspon- At a late hour an unoccupied house owned by
some of them with nothing to eat.
lost year. Sixteen vessels have
enter the company’s territories without leave, by a
Mrs. Murray, the distinguished
posse of United States Marshals and against forty
dent of a New York paper says on Sunday Daniel McGreevv, on the Levant road was
have met picture by
and
lost,
been
twenty-three
l our Pittsburg
totally
tempted by the pri/r of a
were liable to be seized and sent to England. revenue
two splendid deer were killed
officers, nil from outside the district, with disaster. Total value of vessels lost, English artist, is now on exhibition and for gold ring, waltzedgirl-,
the hour- on a stretch, and
by the Erie burned. Loss $800; insured. Cause of tire
Road locomotives, just west of Port Jervis, in unknown.
The employees ot the company were made and made a
large haul of goods which they about $84,000; insurance, $131,1:17. In addi- sale at the art rooms of Williams a Everett. were taken home on a stretcher.
Sullivan county. In both instances these anliable for any offence thay might commit to claimed as contraband, and took
tion to this the partial losses will amount to It is the plumpest, sunniest, dearest little
l a*- Portland and Bangor pap, r- aiv di-. u--ing
possession $(32,:>00,
imals were allowed to run upon the track in
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the total amount of losses
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a
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insurance agent was for the
dimple-faced darling
advance of the trains, at alow rate of speed, cert,one of our Professors in illustrating to the
year about $147,000. Total amount One
it- aluatiou to the greatest extent,
at her rosy mouth and winsome
until they became thoroughly exhausted, children the fact that if we are not working cil, acting on behalf of the governor and a revenue detective, hailing from
glace
Of
the
Washing- of losses insurance, $81,9:37.
sixtyA farmer at Danbury. < t., butchered a hog the
when the engineers of the trains, by dexter- for Christ we must be
seven men lost, twenty-four were married, eyes is enough to make the beholder her
working against him, company, should see fit. In case the party ton.
other day whieh for several days previous to itously increasing the minimum rate of speed at asked the ipicstion :—“Who are we working convicted should appeal against the sentence,
Would the Free Press like to ask
widows and thirty-five friend forever. The
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sold
would eat nothing. Afb r its death a needle
tor
twenty-four
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any more
points where they could not escape the pilots for when we are not working for Christ ?” he
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their bodies down the embankment. In each But what
the climax is, that after the tion. The governor and company might exTile Spanish papers announce that the Cuban relives, averaging 4 vessels and 28 lives a year.! artist getting his subject from a story in the
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message
ease the trains stopped and recovered the ven- the
little fellow had reached his home, on be- amine upon oath any persons in their employ- that “the United States is the first of all na- The most disastrous yoar) was jl8t!2. when ! Atlantic
1 cannot discuss the bellion, whieh Iras numv live- a- a eat, is again
Monthly.
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picture to you in an art point crushed.
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of the realm.
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1
am not versed even in the
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THE STORM ABROAD.
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PLAN FOR FUNDING THE
DEBT.
Correspondence of the New York Herald.
Washington. Dec. 30.
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physician of this city, whoso card wo
arc publishing, called our attention to what ap“
peared to be a very grave joke in the make up'’
ixieating liquor—an excellent idea.
Ilis
of tiic advertisements.
professional card was
Pile editor ul' a Radical Vermont weekly, after a
“Well, reader, we are again placed immediately over Field & Mathew’s adverI absence, says:
tisement and picture of burial eases! It tens a
upon our own dung,liill.”
tium' juxtaposition, and we couldn’t repress the
An English woman lias willed $10,000 lo Jefferson Davis.
tendency to smile. Hut as lie was placed over
wo claimed that he was represented as atop
Hie young ladies of the Treasury Department death,
forbidden, bv a printed placard, to whistle ol the great enemy, and ought to be satisfied.
while at work—a'most tyrannical interference with (Such is tiic decision of
the court.” The crier
woman's right.
may now adjourn.
estate
I'nirtv-two thousand dollars worth of real
The timber for the railroad bridge at the Point is
\Vw York lias inure t to one Will. R. Haight, a
-eh serving a term of I wo and a half year- ill all delivered on the spot, having been taken up in
William lias scows. The
.inn prison for grand larceny.
heavy eastings are being made at the
\ cars of his sentence to serve.
Belfast Foundry. The wrought iron work is ail
izk.n. Mr. Dan'l < ’rock- lilted in Portland, and if delivered without de! n: v I li ok an
Ilir oiliest resident of Hie town of Prospect,
lay. the bridge will be in position by January lath.
i i.n tin dtli of December, at the advanced age
Mr. Crockett was born The woodwork of the two bridges on IVcstcott
ars and 1 month*.
\
\\ edham in 177*, move.! to Prospect in ISOs, stream i- also nearly all delivered.
Although lie
! rv. r after resided in Hint town.
General .1. W. Webster of Belfast, lias prepared
retired from active life, lie was
lime dm
A young

I'hc Ikmgm' ami 1 *i>1 ataquis Railroad ( ompauv
u*c> in,11 not employ any pe rson who habitually

*•

.1

and lias nearly ready for the press a new volume on
education, <fcc. It is entirely original and eontams
articles ior declamation, dialogues, Are., for school
and home use. If it is half as popular as was his
famous report when Adjutant General it will be a
great success. [Portland Adv.

malic known to the inhabitants of the town,
in.I new, who had long looked upon him as one
.indmarks. [\\ hig.

houses are in proces* of erection at
;..»r. Mount Desert, and a
large lodging
ameetion with ltodir House. Also several ;
At the annual meeting of Washington Engine
A correspondent of
11-t'* and cottages.
Co. No. 5, ttie following officers were chosen: I,,
,n says parties from abroad are pnivha?! n*l is in the market.
p. Woodward. Foreman: S. S. Hersey. Assistant
Foreman; W. .1. Colburn, Clerk and Treasurer;
has taken the oath of office, as

piihh.
li

ihr ( nitrd State's Circuit Court, and
i upon hi* official duties.
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lish and grocery store under the Prog. Age oftiee was broken into on Saturday night and a quantity of goods stolen. No suspicion attaches to the
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C. li. Ilazeltino, with his wife and children, and
Mrs. Ben.i. Ilazeltino. left on Tuesday for Florida.
They will tie absent until May.

the
at the foot of Main street, is

A remonstrance to the

i*toiii*liiug. [Prentice.
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i tank robber.* are known to the
but there i* no u*e in arresting
A negotiat .ien property ffhiMmt.

r,

i

new.

The Revenue c utter Dobbin, Capt. Warner, was
She lias orders to
in our harbor on Tuesday.
cruise for the winter from Penobscot Bay to East-

politician,

as a

That is not tlie worst of it with
Not only art- his rw* sot. but lie
'iff ago Times.
f,t. .1 In

Mitchell,

Foreman of Hose.
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Saturday of boxes and bundles rc"lllrtl f< >r at the rXplVss office ill this
I t.. Storev hi-1 off a box for three or four
liars, which on being opened was found to rondo property to the amount *>f about $bn. The
saddle*. a *ilver watch,
*o\
mailed two arm
si-ii eioiicy
Augus’ta -Journal.
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petition for a bridge
being circulated in the city and extensively signed.
Some of
over

its return.

Tie- robbers want
cent and guaranty :e/:iin>t prose* miou.
Ui probably get it.

Legislature against

the

lottery

our

younger citizens are feeling well
of the yacht'Leo, drawn in a

acquisition

at Camden.

She is a nice craft.

A very nice and convenient room for an office,
vs
Over Isaac Allard's jewelry store, is to let. Apply
iiipir of the New Bedford Mercury i* in at this office.
Tff
;.i
bo.jtlef •*! lit »\V r!' Wlliell gl'l'VV 111 tllO
The ladies of the Unitarian Society cleared $300
T air til that eilv
at their fair, instead of the smaller sum last week
W .m l; -h in
out with a dress of new
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railroad consolidation will
mi provided with sleeping cars, that
It nigor in tlie evening and reach Boston
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Bank N, V.. have been circulated in this

improvements that will result
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Ten dollar counterfeit bills on the Red Hook

Avery brilliant displayOf aurora borealis
seen in the early hours of Monday morning.
The annual meeting of the .Gas

morning.
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indebted to Hon. d. C. Blaine for a opy
K ;»*r; •! tin Water Power < ommis*ioners

Main*'.
.ItHat* irs yacht Sunnysidc, was lost on the
..a -i. on her \\ a\
to Florida.
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put Point road in repair.
Co. to lay eovered drain across
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and Pleasant street^. Petition of 1).
■'gin and others for allowance lor cross walk.
d upon table lor further action.
The clerk was
bo i
the aid< rmen to notify vessels moorat tli
P»ridge to remove same or moor to satoi

v

taetitm "1

\ld<

idler, upon payment »•
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jbi.00 fur vessels niiboo
over bo .uni under /no
*o 1 r o'i el
0)0.
W ( ). CilflllIIlgllMlIl Was eleeti1
.iw i\
(5. Pdaek
Surveyor in pl.v« of (
t'bdt for iisiriet No.
\ ivmonstranee
oil'i Ih'
>nstrm tion ol a bridge across tin*

"bsh«
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by

file-

'•b

Jinan

1
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i>..r

0

was

m!

ro-’meed and -igmd by

exa-rv nn-m-

piesent.
1

in
in- mi
driUei.u. < <•! ri, commenced
human session in tin- eitv on Tuesday, Judge

arriving until the afternoon, Judge
kerson presided at the opening. Tie ease of
nii'i v>
1 Lay ford, being tho second trial, was
not

.a,

a.

on

Wednesday morning.

Smith, Ks(|.. i< acting as Stenographer,
■l mlitm* nt of the < 'ourt, during the term.
l b- following i- a 1 i-t of the Juries

hy
\

1

—

FIRST

I

PRY

biiiii Hah }. Foreman,
-lames Bolden,
Jonathan (’oleord,
Thomas t rosby,
Wi 11 iam ( urtis, Jr.
Livmiah (Lindso\.
1 ait her Farrar,
Loren Fletcher,
KJv\ in Midden,
lohn Cioodwin.
I *:i\ id Hasty, ,lr.
N athaiiitd Martin.

Winterpori.

Palermo.

Sears port.
Swam ille.
Fran kforl.

Prospect.
Belmont.

Brooks,

Liberty'.

Monroe
Jackson
Searsmont.

SECOM* JURY.

Philander Putnam,

Lucius F. McDonald,
liobert M. iUiver.
• alv in 1’itcbcr, 0,1
•Instill L. Parker.
I.cvi Staples,
L/a kicl Ward.
Winslow Wliittak
liarlcs Will y.
t diaries
Wilts in.
Will. 1''. Whitt.
David Libby,
M

Waldo.
Belfast.
Freedom.
Belfast.

Lincoln\ilhStockton.

Thorndike.
Troy.
Morrill.
Knox.
Montville.

Winterport.

TKI‘N 1' M I'.Ii A III I'S.

Warren,
^nnuel
Nathaniel

Knowlton.

Islesboro.

Xortliporl.

IIkavv G ai
A South-east storm on Sunday
iglit, following the snow and rain of the day, blew

lii-ivdy

until
harbor, and

midnight, rollinga heavy sea in'in
damaging shipping. Brig Ben11,11,1
arver. of Searsport, lying at
McGilvery’s
■"!' yard, and unable to get away from the pier,
minded her keel out,
unshipped her rudder and
I, lied oil' considerable
copper. She brought a load
hard pine, and is about half
discharged.
v

■h-

astellane and James Jewett, at
Foundry
harf.ua re damaged. Sell Idilla Small, of Deer

V

(

discharging corn at Lane's wharf, is sunk
dong-i,|{*, with GOOt) bushels of her cargo, and lost

1,11 *<•'«• head gear. She is a tine vessel, three
years
and lias no insurance. The
cargo is insured.
■” '*
J- !’• Merriam had her stern
colli—

damaged by

with another vessel. Seh. Oak Grove broke
b on, hoi
moorings at Swan's wharf, and drove
igiin-i the bridge,
damaging it somewhat. For a
hour- Ue wind blew with
great violence, ae"lupanied In torrents,.f rain. The roads in some
ilities arc badly washed.
I’ll,' heavy fall of rain caused a sudden rise in
the
n

■

tivums, and some damage. The Shuman sawmill at the Head of the Tide was
swept nwav. and
rii d down the stream. The Johnson dam, on
1,1 Westeott
stream, in Waldo gave way, washing
ili' railroad embankments
badly in some places.
Mr- baler says the water was
higher at bis place
Usoi lit any previous time since 1857.
.o

M vsosu Dedication and
Instai.i.aiton. On
:!ou* u1*.. the Excelsior
Lodge. No. 151, at NorthI"11' was
constituted in due form by 1). G. M.
111

''

Masoniceercinonies were held at the
"" procession was
formed at the Lodge
Boon,, and
pro,,t()
where eerc(jliurch,
monies " ere held am,
officers installed. Subsequenty the member-ot th^ge and
guests repaired to
the Hall o. « umming's
Hotel, where a heuntiful
-•epasl was furnished by the
Indies, to which about
brethren, withjthelr wives and
daughters,
sat down.
The following is a l,st
the
mstaned-AV. A. Pendleton, Jl.; s. B.
Uathboru,
'• W i W. A.
Hale, J. W.: Oscar Hills, s. I).;
E. f letcher, J.
Otis
1).;
Cummings. Treas.- m I
Sylvester, See.; T. J. Drinkwater, E. C.
stewards: .J. l,.
Witherly, Marshal: Amos
b' ton. Chaplain W. S.
Drinkwater.
11

a!

Woodbury'

Pen-’

Tyler.

j

Company

was

“LITTLE DIFFICULTY”

PRESENTATION.
OF PIANO FORTE. Residence at Mrs.
[From the Augusta (Ga.) Constitutionalist, Dee. 20.]
An item in the Journal last week in regard to the
ltCSSEil/S Congress Street, Bellast,
The city at an early hour yesterday morn presentation of a Silver Service to Mrs. J. if.
till
g®- Special attention given to beginners.
the Bucksport Fire Department, docs not
ing was excited over the report of a most Mosestobyour
narrow minds to be correct, taking
tragic occurrence, on Monday afternoon, at seem
into consideration. Very few of the memDearing, on the Georgia Railroad, in which everything
the
Fire
in
bers
Department knew anything in reMr. A. N. Ilodo, a former resident of Au- gard to the affair until it was over;
and "finite a
Ill this city, Dec. 29th, at the Methodist Parsonage, by
gusta, and Mr. Ellis Adams, residing about number lirst heard of it through the columns of the Rev. L. P. French, Mr. Hartshorn Clark, oi Belfast, and
Miss Emma Baker of Winterport.
a mile from Dearing, lost their lives and two Journal and Whig & Courier.
In Washington, on New Year’s Eve. by L. M. Staples,
Mr. J. F. Moses is a generous hearted man, as
other received ugly wounds.
the members of the Fire Department can testify to Esq., Mr. Sherman Cummings of Washington, and Miss
About half-past two o’clock Monday after- oil numerous
J. Tash, of Exeter.
occasions, and his wife is a lady in Mary
In Iselsboro, Dec. 20th, by Chas. Nash, Esq, Charles
noon, at the store of A. N. Ilodo, connected every sense of the word.
The members ot both Pendleton
and Elizabeth Smith; also on Christmas eve,
with which was his brother, Dyer Hodo, and Companies have not foigotten the night of the lire Joseph L. Rider and Clara A Pendleton, ull of I.
coffee
when
the
hot
was
at
liider's
In Islesboro, Dec. 80th, by C. A. Rhodes, Capt. Gilford
served to
Block,
J. B. Lambert, a difficulty, the cause of which
them from his house, and they would have esteem- D. Pendleton and Mrs. Orlsa A. Durgin, both of I.
was not stated, arose between Lambert and
ed it a privilege to have signed the subscription paEllis Adams.
The latter drew his knife,
per for the Silver Service, had it been presented to
which was followed by the former also draw- them, hut by some “Hocus Focus'’ arrangement of
DIED.
to
Adams
not
ap- a few individuals, who are laboring under the idea
ing his knife and warning
it
that
are
Fire
was
the
not
they
Department,
pre[ Obituary notices, beyond the date,name and aye,must
proach him. At this juncture Adams drew sented to them, and we take this method to
explain be paid for. ]
his pistol, when Lambert walked into the
our position as members of the Fire Department.
In this city, Dec. 30th, Minnie E., daughter of James
store and gathered a gun, one barrel of
A M’MIiEli WHO SUPPOSED THEY WERE MEM- E. and Sabra
A. Goodell, aged 4 years and 4 months.
which was said to have been loaded with
BERS of the Fire J)ep.vut.mext.
lu this city, Dec. 29th, Leslian, infant daughter of the
late Philip L., and Lenore J. Peirce, aged 9 months.
small shot. As Lambert was returning with
Bucksport. Jan. 3.
In Northport, Dec. 27th, Eben W., son of David aud
the gun he was intercepted by A. N. Ilodo
Sophrona Drinkwater, aged 30 years and 7 months.
who induced him to give up the gun. In the
CALL FOR DR. R. MOODY’S a His purity of character and moral rectitude had made
large circle of friends and acquaintances of the first remeantime the report of a pistol was heard
ENAMEL FOR THE spectability. He was much loved and respected for his
outside, and Dyer Hodo, a one-legged man, DENTINE
amiability by all who knew him. For two years he had
been suffering under a lingering consumption, which he
clerk in the store of his brother, exclaimed TEETH
bore with Christian patience until he fell asleep in the
that he was shot. With this A. N. Ilodo
cold arms of death, leaving a lonesome void in the famFor sulu by :il! Druggists.
:;w: ]
ily circle, and the grief of kind and benevolent parents,
stepped to the door with the gun, before
I've wandered east. I've wandered we*.
brothers, sisters aud relatives.
which Ellis and Ivinehen Adams were standWe know thou hast gone to the house of thy rest,
Through many a weary way;
Then why should we all feel so sad,
ing, when Ellis Adams fired upon him withISilt never found substantial rest,
We know thou hast gone where the weary are blest
out effect.
Ilodo then tired his gun, with
Till on that happy day—
And the mourners look up and are glad.
When I was relieved of my Rough and diseased
what effect is not known, when another shot
vWe know thou lust gone where thy forehead is starred
throat and lungs, by the use of Warren's Cough
With the beauty that dwelt in thy soul,
was tired by one or the other of the Adams
Balsam.”
Where the light of thy loveliness cannot be marred,
brothers, the ball taking effect .just above the
Nor
thy heart belluiig back from Its goal.
Fouxn at B ust ! A remedy that hot only releft nipple of Hodo, when he fell and expirA Friend.
lieves. hut cures that enemy of mankind, ConsumpIn
Prospect, Mr. Daniel Crockett, aged 9G years, 5
ed instantly.
tion, as well as the numerous satellites which ro- months and 7 days.
Seeing his friends and business associates ]I volvc around it in the shape of Coughs, Colds, In Searsport, 25th ult., Rebecca B. Ritchie, daughter
thus shot down, Lambert immediately left the Bronchitis, Sore Throat, Influenza, &c. The rem- of Wm. and Jane W. Ritchie, aged 27 years and S mos.
In Friendship, Nov, 25th, Mathias Iloffses, aged 70
store and proceeded to the house of Mr. edy we allude to is Dr. Wistar's Balsam of Wild
years, 1 month and 20 days. Dec. 20th, John Studley,
James Harris, where he procured a gull and Cherry, prepared hy Seth W. Fovvle ,t Sou, Bos- aged #5, 7 months and 7 days.
ton.
returned to the scene of contlict. As he adThere is, probably no way iu which we can benvanced upon the brothers Adams they were efit our readers
more, than lty recommending to
each firing, a shot by one of them wounding them tor general use Johnson’s
SHIP NEWS.
Atiodvue Liniment.
him in the lip. Lambert eontinuod.to advance, It is adapted to almost all the purposes of a
Family
and
as
a
hr
when the brothers becoming separated,
Medicine;
specific for coughs, colds,
PORT OIF BELFAST.
followed Ellis Adams, whom he fired upon : whooping cough, soreness of the chest, lame stomARRIVED.
ach.
of Wood, and all Iun"
rheumatism,
spitting
few hundred yards from the store, and it is
Dec 31st. Schs A II Whitmore, Greenlaw, Baltirnore;
it lias no equal that wo ever saw or
difficulties,
Lucy J Warren, Allen, do.
supposed shot him down, as a party who heard of.
Jan 1st. Sch Idclla Small, Robbins, Baltimore.
went in tlur direction a few minutes after the
The propriety of giving condition medicine to
2d. Sch Jachin, Shute, South Amboy.
found
wounded
of
his
Adams
4th. Schs Earl, Furgusou, Boston; Mazurka, Kimhorses, cattle and slicep, was discussed and admitgun
discharge
do.
ted
ball,
of
the
in
an
"the
and stretched upon
by many
Agricultural Societies throughapparground
out the State last
and we believe that in every
SAILED.
ently dying condition. In the excitement of ease lint one, theyfall,decided
in favor of Sheridan’s
Jan 4th, Schs Ida Morton, Cottrell, Boston; Atlanthe occasion Adams was left in the condition
Cavalry Condition Fowdors. Good judgment.
tic, Burgess, do; Lucy J Warren, Allen, Deer Isle.
in which lie was found. A short time after
WHAT EVERY PERSON NEEDS is some rehe was visited again, when it was found that
At New Bedford, brig A M Roberts ,of Belfast, at
medy lor habitual Costivoness. “I would advise
some unknown person, to hasten the work of all those
who are troubled with Dyspepsia, Costive- Merrill’s wharf, broke away from her fasteniegs in the
of Sunday night, and swung across the ferryboat
gale
death, had plunged a dagger three several ness, Piles, Biliousness, Headache,
or any form of
track but was held by her chain.
times into his throat, and that he was quite I ndigestion, to use DR. HARRISON’S PERISTALdead. His body was then taken up and sent TIC LOZENGES.” ELISHA HI NT PNG TON,
M. D., Ex-Lieut. Governor of Massachusetts. For
to his residence about a mile from Dearing,
sale at No. I Tremont Temple, Boston, !>v E. A.
For Sale.
no inquest having been held.
HARRISON <fc CO.. Proprietors, and by all DrugSchooner N. BERRY, 107 tons.
No arrests are reported. The wound of gists. Mailed for 00 cents.
2mo23
j
Schooner CONNECTICUT, 137 tons.
Lambert is not regarded serious
In good order for business.
Dyer
Hodo was severely wounded in the side, and
Apply to AARON l’ENDLETON.
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Jan. 4, 1870.
0\v2G
Belfast,
while his injuries are not regarded as necessMonday, Jan. 3.
BUTTER—Low grades are very dull, and holders
arily fatal, he is lying in quite a critical con- would
accept lower otters. We quote good Vermont and
dition.
Belfast Gas
New York

TEACHER

The Algonquin and
city were thus captured
without even a shot
being fired, Salnave
made his
escape from the cicy and took refV=c,
I1,1 Fov,t Nationel, commonly called
fort. Alexandre,
situated on one of "the liio-hest points
the city on the northoverlooking
wesl side. Salnave is in
emminent peril, but
it is expected that the
foreign consuls will
for
his
interpose
protection and ultimate
safety. The whole population of the cityare rejoiced at the turn affairs
have taken
Sogct and his stall' had left St. Mare for Port
au Prince and had been heard from
at St
Arcahie.
Insi range. We are requested to
state, byway of warning, that the fire insurance companies are now applying extraordinary vigilance to the prevention of fires and the detection of incendiaries.
They are also taking
unusual precautions in the examinations of
stocks of
goods—especially dry goods—offered for insurance. The present
falling market
otters inducements for fraudulent
policies and
tor the destruction of property by secret arson
[i\. Y. Sun, Dec. 2.'!.

Effect of Railroads on tiie Weather.
The opinion seems to lie gaining strength,
that the Pacific Railroad is working a great
change in the climate of the Plains. Instead of continuous droughts, all along the
railroad, rain falls in refreshing abundance.
This result has been remarked upon in other
sections of the west.
In central Ohio, for
example, it is said, the climate has been
completely revolutionized since iron rails
have formed a net work all over that
region.
Instead of the destructive droughts formerly
suffered there, for some four or five years
years there has been rain in abundance—even
more than
enough to satisfy the wants of
farmers. This change is thought to be the
result of an equilibrium produced in the
electrical currents, which has brought about
a more uniform
dispensation of the rain.
It is a fact within the observation of all who
remember ante-railroads times, that we have
now few or no such thunder storms as wo
formerly had in New England. The iron
rails which touch and cross each other in
every direction serve ns conductors and
equalizers of the electric currents, and so
prevent the awful explosions which used
to terrify us in former
years. The telegraphic wires which accompany the iron rails
everywhere, also act an important part in
diffusing electricity eq ually through the atmosphere, thus preventing the occurrence
of severe thunder storms. [Boston Traveller.
OHIO LEGISLATURE.
Cou .Miius, ()., Jan. J.
The General Assembly met at 10 o’clock
this morning. The Senate organized
by electing CM'. Hall,(Republican) Clerk, and 11. F.

Churchill,(Democrat) Sergcant-at-Arms. The
House

partially organized bv electing A. J.
Cunningham (Rcibnuer)of Hamilton (lounty,
Speaker. Amos Layman, (Democrat) was
elected Clerk. The Republic m Reformers
from Hamilton County voted
steadily with
the Democrats.

A music seller was lately
overpowered by a
fastidious young lady, who wanted to purchase
.Mr. Hood’s song of a gentle man’s
undergarment."

dairies at 35a37c per lb with an occasional
sale of lino fall Butter at 40c and upward; common dairies at 2Sa31c; Canada at 30a:Lie; Western at 29a30 for
good, and 23a24c for inferior; bakers’ 21a22c per lb.
EGGS—The market is steady at 47c per doz fresh.
BEANS—The market is dull, and we only hear of
sales of some small lots of pea Beaus at $3 for screened
and $2 oO tor fair lots. We quote mediums at $2 25a2 02
lor choice screened and hand picked mediums; common
do Pea Beaus at $2 25a2 50; prime do £2 75a3. Canada
Peas $1 40a 1 00 per bush,
POULTRY—The receipts during the past day op two
haye been light, and the
supply to day is short, and
hardly equal to the demand. Good Western Turkey s
sold at 21c. and fresh killed Northern
Turkeys would
bring 23a24c for choice lots. There is also a light supply
ot Chickens,.and prices ranged
trom21a23c, as to quality.
FRESH MEATS—Trade is not brisk, but the market
Is a little better for good lots. Mutton and Lamb continues without much change, and while there is a
good
demand lor Lamb, Mutton is quiet. Dressed
llogs are
not so brisk as on Saturday, and the market is
at
quiet
12 l-2al3c. We quote Eastern Beef at 7al0c
per lb by the
side; Chicago do 7al0c per lb; Mutton laSc : Lamb Mile
per lb.
\ EGK1ABLKS—New York .Jacksou whites sell at
05c, and Eastern stock at 70c per bush. Onions continue
dull at $5 per bbl.
APPLES—The market is firm, and there is a fair jobbing trade at $1 50 for Greenings and Baldwins, and si
per bbl lor common apples.
DRIED APPLES—The market is
lirm, and there is a
very light demand at quoted rates. We quote Eastern
quartered at 13aHe per lb; do sliced 15al0c; New York
State quartered 11 l-2al2e; do sliced 13
l-3al3c; Northern Ohio 10 3-4allc.
Southern 9a 10.
lhU —The market is quiet, with a tair demand lrom
dealers. 1 rices are not strong, and sales have been
made below our quotations, although the best lots are
held at these prices. We quote prime Eastern
cargo at
$32.i30 per ton, and Vermont and Eastern prime by the
carload at 22a25 per ton : inferior
qualities at Rials,
and Swale Hay at $15 per ton. New York
Straw at
$27a2s p er ton.

•id.

To act

upon any

before this meeting.

come
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Flour,
Meal,
Eye Meal,
Rye,
Corn,

TRINTS,

in

TIIF JOFKNAL.

Wharfage
13tf

H

II. NIMPSOI.

MTHE

large orchard

IQ

ed rates for your spare moments. Women can make
as much as men. Header, you will bless the day you
“sent 10 cents for full particulars and samples. Address GEO. S. MELLEX, Lewiston, Maine. 4ft#We
"charge the 10 cents to keep thousands from sending
who don’t mean business, but had rather stick to
"their $2 a day and be bossed round,
hvspiiG*

Warren’s Cough Balsam!

13 beyond a question the very best medicine of the day
for all COUGHS, COLDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS !
Also for Whooping Cough and Croup iu Children it is
the most effective medicine ever used.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
15. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents for New
(»ml7
England.

And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp

CoiiMiimiiticii.
three remedies, “SCHENCK’S
PULMONIC
SYRUP,” for the cure of Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis and
The peculiar action of this
every form of Consumption.
medicine ripens the ulcers in the lungs, promotes the
discharge of the corrupt matter by expectoration, purifies the blood, and thus cures Consumption, when every
other remedy fails.
The

A
to the editor of this

paper.

Dec. 13, I860,

A

jyj

E1IICA1

a

given

on

ROW

NEW GOODS

CORN, FLOUR, GROCERIES, &c.
Bailey,

taken the store formerly occupied by F. A. Know!*
ton, at the loot oi Main street, and is opening an entire
new stock, which will be sold at prices to suit the times,
has

GEO. O. BAILEY.
Belfast, Deo. If, 1SGG.

tl23

THE MOST FASHIONABLE

ROOMS

IN THE STATE.
CACCIOLA

IS

We

supply

a

(TY1VEKSITY

tor

DEPOSIT.

penny earned."

made

February,

WALDO COUNTY

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
WALDO COUNTY
meeting
SOCIETY will be holden al
TIIEKICULTL'llAL
of the

COURT
in this

tives are the favorite prescriptions of the New York
Medical University. What may seem almost incredible
is the astonishing rapidity with which they cure diseases hitherto considered incurable.
A valuable Book

AC
tin-

HOUSE,

city

on

Wednesday January

the

arrived in
the celebrated
These Cura-

just

of

a

ou

annual

Agents

Bank

TIME TO

to

BRANCH,

and

State of
with

CO.,

on or before the 1st of December,
March or April, will be placed
the 1st of each month.
received
Deposits
daily at the Banking Room, from -j
to 12 A. M., and 2 to-IP. M. Saturdays from o to 12 A .11
JOHN H. QUIMBY, Treas.
ASA FAUNCK, Prest.
tf!9
Belfast, Nov. lj, 1809.

HIM I YATI O X !

staples,
Maine.
have
Henderson
PORTLAND
full

Savings

THE

‘‘A penny saved is

250 CONGRESS ST., Portland, Me.

12,1870.

Business of great importance will come before tb,
Society, and it is important that then* should be a full
attendance.
A. D. CHASE, Secretary.
3w24
Belfast, Dec. 21, 1S6'.).

PROBATE NOTICES.

free, containing important Physiological information
everybody. Agents wanted in every town in the
We would be pleased to communicate with any
one desiring an agency for the sale of the
University
for

State.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the
Medicines.
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday el December.
A. D. I SOU,
F. 1*. 11 ENDERSON, M. !>., Consulting Physician,
RAM WENT WORTH, named Executor in a cor
Medical Advice, free, Ofiice
cases cured by Contract.
taiu instrument purporting to be the last will and
hours, from 8 o'clock in the morning to 8 o'clock in the
testament of Augustus o. Wentworth,late of Searsmont.
evening. Address all letters to
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents,
said will for Probate.
University Branch, 2-V) Congress st.,
H .3
Ordered, That the said Wentworth give notice tc all
Portland, Maine,
persons interested by causing ;i copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in tin Republican
THE EXCELSIOR
■Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to tie held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on tlie second Tuesday of January next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any
they haw,
.vhy the same -houl J not be proved,approved and allowed.
ASA THUIt LOU UII, Judge.
NEW VOltK
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. ::w2l

H'l

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

riMUS Company issues all kinds of Life and Endow1
mont Insurance Policies.
Especial attention is
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which after the payment of five or
more annual premiums, they may be converted into Annuities.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-forfeiting character of the Policies of this or any other
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, lor the
payment of renewal premiums,
Dividends applied at the option ot the assured.
No restriction upon resilience or travel in the United
states or Europe.
SAMUEL T. HOWARD,

President.

refurnished his

having wholly
J “shaving and
IIAIR dressing rooms

General

Charles Austin,
Bt’RTON FoSTLR,
Frki> CrsHMAN,
Gko. Mayo.
Fred Pitcher,

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor tint
on the second Tuesday ol December,
A. D. 1809,
D. CROWELL, son .n-law and creditor id
Eliza York, late of Monroe, in said County ot Walthat he may be
do, deceased, having presented a
apppointed Administrator on said deceased's estate,
Ordered, That the said Crowell give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively iu the Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at. Belfast, within and tor said County,
on the second Tuesday of .January next, at ten ot the clock
before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOl OH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. :tw24

Agent, South Brooks, Me.

j
|

County ot Waldo,

JUlIN

petition

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of Decern
| her, A. 1>. 1869.
I
M, S. WILLIAMS, CH ARLES B. HAZEL
J
TINE and EDWARD JOHNSON, named Executors in a certain instrument purporting to beithe lastfwil 1
GOOD AGENTS WANTED
and testament of Alfred W.Johnson.lateof Belfast,in sai J
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented the sanewith a Codicil thereto, for Probate.
Belfast & Moosehead L E R Co
Ordered, That the said Executors give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be.
request in writing ot litteen stockholders ot said published three weeks successively
in the Republican
y Company, 1 notify a meeting ot stockholders, to In
printed at Belfast.that they may appear ut a Proheld at the Court House, in Belfast, on the 15th day of Journal,
bate Court,to be held at Belfast,within and lor said Couu
.January next, at 10 o’clock A. M,, to act on the follow- tv, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten ot th«
ing matters, as embraced in said request.
clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
will ;s.-u< its Bonds or oth1. To see if said
:

At

Speeia! Agent

JOHN

1>Y

Company
or mortgages of

paper, and a mortgage
the payment ol the

its road to seand the interest thereon,
and if so to what amount and for what purposes.
2. To see in what mode such mortgage or mortgages
shall be executed, and what rate of interest shall be allowed on the Bonds or other paper, to secure payment of
which said mortgage or mortgages shall be given.
To see what measures are requisite and shall be taken to give legal validity to such mortgages.
1. To act oil ail such matters as may be connected
with tlie foregoing articles and as may be necessary to
carry out the same and the intent thereof.
A. RAYFORD, President.
Belfast, Dec. 22, ISO'.).
cure

BELFAST, Me.

HAIR DRESSING

Belfast

3w25*

NEW YORK

THE

UNIVERSITY

er

CLOTHING

Geo. O.

application

TENNANT &

Contractors B. & M. L. R. R.
Belfast, Nov. 21,1809.
,120

BENNETT & CO.

~

Country pro-

REMARKABLE low prices.
Remember the place,

No. 7 P HENIIX

WILLSON,

upon

mensions and other particulars
the subscribers at Belfast.
A.
Belfast, Dec. 20. 1800.

T,K*

Haciuetar, Yellow A«b and
Hemlock--9 feet long, 6 inch face, and 6 inches
thick. Also
quantity of Hemlock or other timber
for crib-work. I Hmenswuis will be furnished ut the Con
tractors’ office. Parties desiring to lurnish thoabo\e
or a portion of it, may apply to
To

DEPOSITS
January,
interest

istf‘23

*A™OA”

80,000
be Cedar,

NOW

large quantity of Hemlock and Spruce timber, for
Railroad crib-work, to be built this winter. Di-

J. I. WATTS,

D. L. PEAVY

'■w2->

Railroad Ties Wanted-

At

proposes to sell oil' his entire stock of
at

Belfast, Maine.

This well-known remedy does not dry up a Cough, and
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most prepar
ationa; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, and allay
irritation, thus removing (he causp of the complaint
SETH W. FOWLE & SON, Proprietors. Boston
Sold
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.

and Pear

Timber Wanted.

FAINT

CALL!

WINTER

OFFICE, IIAYFORD BLOCK,
tl--

Office Aut. ii'i W illium Street.

causes

THE i'XTOLD TtI*EUlE*
that result from indiscretion in early life may be alleviated and cured. Those who doubt this assertion should
j
purchase Dr. Hayes’ new medical work, published by the
Peabody Medical Institute, Bostou, entitled
T1IE

Crab-apple

,

SCHENCICS SEA WEED TONIC,” for the cure of corner Main and High streets,(up stairs)over Dr. Moody’s
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, and all diseases arising from Drug Store, would call the attention of the public to the
debility. This tonic invigorates the digestive organs, changes and improvements he has made.
supplies the place of the gastric juice when that is detiBay Rum free to all.!
clent, aqd then enables the patient to digest the most
nutritious food. It is a sovereign remedy for all cases -v Clean Towel to every customer.
of indigestion.
Rich and Poor served alike.
SCHENCKS’S MANDRAKE PILLS,” one of the
Neatness and Dispatch is our motto.
most valuable medicines ever discovered, being a vegeta
ble substitute for calomel, and having all the usciul prop
Special attention given to Ladies’and Chilerties ascribed to the mineral, without producing any of dren’s work.
its injurious effects.
A full assortment of Perfumes, Hair, Oil and PomTo these three medicines Dr. J. IL Schenck, of PhilaGoods of the
ades, foreign and American, and all
delphia, owes his unrivalled success in the treatment ot trade constantly on hand. Prices to Fancy
suit the times.
Pulmonic Consump tion. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
us a cali.
Satisfaction warranted. RememJWGive
the morbid matter, discharges it, and purifies the blood.
ber—J. CACCIOLA’S Fashionable Hair Dressing
The Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, remove all obcorner Main and High streets, (up stairs) over
structions therefrom, give the organ a healthy tone, and Rooms,
Dr. Moody’s Drug Store.
3mos2f
cure Liver
which is one of the
most promiComplaint,
of Consumption. The Sea-Weed Tonic inthe
ot
the
and
stomach,
vigorates
powers
by strengthening the digestion and bringing it to a normal and healthy
condition improves the quality ot the blood, by which
means the formation of ulcers or tubercles in the
lungs
becomes impossible.
The combined action of these
medicines, as thus explained, will cure every case of
Consumption, if the remedies arc used in time, and the
use of them is persevered in sufficiently to
bring the case
to a favorable termination.
Dr. Sohcnck’s Almanac, containing a full treatise on
the various forms of disease, his mode of treatment, and
general directions how to use his medicine, can be huu
gratis or sent by mail by addressing his principal Oilicc,
No. 15 North Sixth street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Sea Weed Tonic
each, $1.50 per bottle, or $7.50 the half dozen; Mandrake Pills, 25 cents per box. For sale by all druggists
and dealers.
splyr2t>

with

QUANTITY of sticks of Yellow Ash, from 30 to
•10 feet long, to be haulpd during the winter. Apply

Foot of Main Street.

All!

xiCKinnoii,

CO UNSELLER & ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Yellow Ash Wanted-

MANSFIELD,

tf”

UC D r I
Why will you always
LUUlV nCnlL 5 plod lor somebody else,
■when we can start you in business at a sure income
of $:} to $5 per day or $1 per evening, or proportion-

fruit,

of the best

trees, Grape vines, Cherry, Currant, Wilson and Agricultural Strawberry, &o.
Stock and Tools sold at a fair, valuation if desired.
Terms easy. Apply to
J. C. LEWIS,
Belfast, Maine.
Nov. 30, 1809.
tf21

A choice lot of the common and
extra grades, that
w e will
warrant to give satisfaction both as to price
and quality.

I nni^

nent

SUBSCRIBER offers Ills farm for sale,
situated iu Northport, on a good road, and in a
and pleasant location, thirty minutes
ride from the l*ost Office, Depot and Steamboat
wharves. Said farm contains 54 acres good land, suitably divided into Tillage, Pasture and Woodland. Well
fenced, well watered and good buildings, house new. A

healthy

WELL SELECTED STOCK, OF THE 1IEST IN

at reasonable

».

Ether administered.

or

House for Sale.

Farm for Sale.

NICE ASSORTMENT.

A. P.

«yN'itrous Oxide Gus

.Vlaiiie.

a

great variety.

Ajp-l’lease call and examine our Goods.
duce of all kinds taken in exchange.

SURGEON DENTIST,

BANNER.

A GOOD HOUSE well finished, with I. and
barn and about 1 1-2 acres ot land, at Saturday
Cove Northport .To a person wishing a pleasant
situation this offers superior inducements. ApA. E. FLETCHER.
ply to
Northport, Nov. 23, 1809.
3m20

PORK. BEEF, LARS AND FLOUR.

Storage,

principal Wharf in the harbor,
Inquire of

ail letters to UNION

A Good Stand For Sale.

THE MARKET.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

LOMBARD,

sold at a bargain ; immediate possession given it requir
ed. For further particulars inquire ol Mrs. R. 11, COOMBS
on the premises.
Dec. (». 1809.
3mo22

GnooBniEs.
A

G- P

tl >3

a

CliOC K E RY -WAR E
A

KINDS.

ALL

Situated on the road leading to Northport, a
two-story House and good Stable. Buildings
in good repair and furnished throughout; an
excellent well and cistern; fjur acres of land
enclosed; very pleasant and desirable residence; will be

GOO DM!

SHEETINGS, FLANNELS,
CLOTHS, ETC.

OF

LEWIS’ WHARF, Belfast, Maine.
ayPecllers supplied on liberal terms,

over

Dwelling

0w20

>

Office

Address
tl2i

2w2G

a o o i>

FISH

S. M. FULLER’S Store, No. 10 IVlain Street.

Small Wares and Yankee Notions

(o 0.00 Mutton per lb,
5 to 07
to O.oo Lamb per lb,
<> to Os
to 0.00 i'urkeys, per lb,
is to 22
to 0.00 Chickens, per lb,
12 to 15
Barley,
to 3 00 Ducks, per lb,
is toj2<)
Beaus,
Marrowlat Peas,1,50 to oo Geese,
13 to 10
00 to 05 Hay per ton,
$ 10 to 20
Oats,
50 to 57 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.50 to 00
12 to
H Washed Wool,
Dried Apples,
35 to 40
75 to 1.00 Unwashed Wool,
25 to »o
Cooking, do.
33 to 38 Pulled Wool,
40 to 00
Butter,
20 to 22 Hides,
8 to oo
Cheese,
33 to 35 Calfskins,
17 to 00
Eggs,
22 to 21 Sheep Skins,
75 to $1
Lard,
b to
10 Wood, hard,
Beef,
$G.0u to 7
£4.00 to 0
Apples, Baldwin, 1,25 to 1.75 Wood, soft,
0 to 00 Dry Pollock,
5 to 0
Veal,
b to 10 | Straw,
ary Cod
$8 to 10

On the
terms.

tisement.

GROCERIES, SMALL WARES,
CROCKERY-WARE, FLOUR, PROVISIONS, ETC., ETC.

i> r i

CROSBY.

DEALERS IN

along

GOODS,

DRY

1.75
1.50
1.25
b0
2.25

and

been sold at from one dollar to one hundred dollars.
These Receipts, &c., are fully equal to those sold by
other parties for $5.00.
We have been to great expense to procure them, and now offer a copy FREE to
every subscriber to our highly interesting and entertaining paper.
Terms for the Union Banner only fifty cents a
year—always in advance. Specimen copies sent to any
address for six cents. EverylMMly should subscribe
at once. Send
your halves and get the best
and cheapest piper in the world and a $5.00 premium
free.
When you write say where you saw this adver-

H. QUTMBY, Sec’y.

NEW

A

MANUAL.
(OHice iirst door south ol Iluylord Block.)
The Manual consists of over fifty valuable Receipts,
til!)
BELFAST, MAINE.
Arts, Secrets, &c., many single ones of which have CHURCH STREET,

11. DUNBAR, Jit.

STORE!

MONEY MAKER’S

THE

THE

Belfast, Dec. 29, 1869.

EW IS

J

DEVOTED

firm of POTE & DUNBAR having this day sold
their entire stock to Messrs. Woods & Conant, do
mutual
consent dissolve. All persons who are indebtby
ed to the late lirm, or to the firm of Pote & Prescott, are
requested to call at the store of G. P. Pote, llayford
Block, and settle, as the books will be kept there until
the lirst of April.
M. E. POTE,

Belfast, Wednesday, January a, 1*70.
11 to 16
$7.00 to 12 Round Hog,
1.25 to o.oo Clear Salt Pork,
$35 to 37

Corn

-0O0to Literature. Racy Skctche*,
Short Storie*, Poetry, Funny Thing-*
of all sorts and sizes Useful Receipts, &c., &c., be
ing intended for all cLi**e* of people.
Every subscriber will receive as a premium free a
copy of

business that may properly

Belfast, January 4,

IIELF.m1 PlllC'ISft CUltllELVT.
COUKKDTKD

other

MAINE.

By L. H. MURCH.

is hereby given that the annual meeting of
the Stockholders of this Company will be held at
the
of the Treasurer, at Belfast, on Monday, Canary 17, 1870, at 4 o’clock, in the afternoou, to act upon
the following articles, viz :
1st. To hear the Reports of the Directors, Superintendent and Treasurer.
2d. To choose Corporation officers for the ensuing

year,

BANNER,

BELFAST,.

NOTICE
office
!

RAAR8 V’

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT

Light Company.

I

“ALE

FOR

THE UNION

_MARRIED.

will be

bloodshed.

PAPER

Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER

THE

Sec advertisement.

NEWS FROM HAYTI.
New York, Jan. 1. By an arrival from
St. Mare important news has been received
from Hayti, to the 20th tilt. The war steamers in possession of the revolutionists
having
accomplished their object in transporting
to
Petit
Goave
aiid
Grand Goave, in”
troops
mediately returned to Port au Prince and
blockaded that port, acting in concert with
the forces on land. The attack
upon Port au
Prince was made
simultaneously
by sea and
land in the might, between the 18th and 19th
ult. The land forces entered the
city, driving the different outposts before them, the
before
them
in
enemy retiring
disastrous confusion. The revolutionary forces took unresisted possession of every point of advantage, and the entire city was speedily in their
hands. -In the meantime the
revolutionary
war vessels were
doing their part in the plan
of attack. Salnavc’s war vessel, the Alo-onquin, was boarded while all her occupants
were asleep, and taken
possession of without

For the Journal.

IN GEORGIA.

A
Panic on Board a British Steamer.
letter from Kingston, Jamaica, furnishes the
subjoined account of the courageous conduct
NEW YEAR’S DAY.
of an American engineer on board the British steamer Twinkling Star, which left KingsRoyalty at Washington.
ton on Um 20th of November for Cape IlaytiWashington, Jan. 1.
It appears that
The reception at the Executive Mansion en, with a valuable cargo.
on the 27th of November, at about 9 o’clock
to-day was a magnificent one, equaling, per- at
the engineers discovered that the
haps in brilliancy any ever held. The ironnight, about
midships and in front of
plates
weather though somewhat cloudy had no efbeen strained from
fect in preventing great numbers from call- the paddle wheels had
the heavy seas through which she was passto
ing
pay their respects to the President.
of water were
The levee began shortly after half past ten ing, and that large volumes
into the hold of the vessel, through
o’clock, when the President received the di- coming
cracks on either side, below the water mark.
plomatic crops and members of the Cabinet, A
panic ensued, the life boat was launched,
with their ladies. Mrs. Grant was attired in
the liremen forsook the furnaces, the oilmen
a suit of black
silk
velvet, high bodice, |
Lyon’s
and the
with black lace satin trimming and satin the engines,the stewards the kitchens,
his senses. The scene
took
of
leave
captain
sash. She wore as ornaments pearls and diawas indescribable, the panic complete.
We
monds. She was assisted by Mrs. Smith, her
from the letter:
eon-in, who was dressed in plain -silk with quote
‘•Just at the critical moment Mr. Thomas
white satin and lace trimmings, and Mrs.
Lewis, the second engineer, and the only
wife
of
Marshal
of
this
district,
Sharp,
Sharp
and sister of Mrs. Grant, who was dressed in American citizen on board, seeing every post
blue gros grain silk with white satin trim- deserted and all hands Hying into the jaws
ol'
rushed upon deck, and with a voice
mings.
Pre-idem Grant was assisted by Mr. Sharp of thunder and thrilling earnestness, adand General Michler, the hitter in full Major dressed himself to them in this wise:
are you, who call yourGeneral’s uniform. Vice President Colfax “Hallo, there where
and Gen. Horace Porter supported the Presi- selves Englishmen ! Why fly from your stations when there is a little bit of danger, and
dent on either hand.
call yourselves men and Englishmen? Come
1 lie members of the
were
diplomatic corps
back here to {your places—1 am not afraid !
m lull court
costumes, and their ladies were
all I have, that 1
most grandly attired. The Marine Band was I’ll stake my lite, and back
stationed in the main entrance to the Execu- will take this vessel into port with perfect
tive Mansion. They were in full uniform safety it you but do your duty.” Then turnYou, Captain,
U lien the 1’p siden! and Mrs. Grant entered ing io the Captain he said:
you’ve lost, your head, and allowed those
'be parior tin' band struck
up “Hail to the
Chiel, and the reception commenced, the cowardly fellows—these lazy land lubbers,
who call themselves English, to lake your
greetings taking place in the blue parlor, senses from
you. Go up to yourjplace on the
and lasting with the diplomatic
corps and the hurricane deck and order the wheelman back
President until 12 o’clock.
(Turning to the firemen who
Then the Judges of the Supreme Court of to his place.
the t nited States and the judiciary of the stood with their bags ready to quit the ship,)
district were received. The Supreme Court go back to your places, and do your duty, and
if we are to die, let us die like brave men,
Judges were marshaled by Mr. Middleton, and not as cowards
! I am but a young man
the venerable clerk of tlie court, and were
and do you think I am going unnecessayet,
their
ladies
accompanied by
superbly dress- rily to risk my life ? And I have a young
ed.
The associated soldiers of the war of 1812 wife and a little family in Jamaica, and
and the oldest inhabitants and the members do you think I am going to leave them to
of the courts of the district were then receiv- want? Not a bit of it. I mean to go back
ed in accordance with the ancient custom. there, and not to run away in a little emerlike this? Then addressing Mr. NaFollowing these a large number of gentle- gency
than, a solicitor, who was buckling on his lite
men
to
the
belonging
newspaper profession,
he said: Take that off, sir; not the slightincluding the members of the Richmond belt,
est necessity for any nonsense of that kind.
press, visiting Washington, were received by
President Grant and Vice President Colfax, You stand by me and everything will go well.”
And that little American citizen, Mr. Lewis,
being personal}’ introduced to both gentle- so
inspired confidence into the whole panicmen.
stricken crew, that they resumed their places,
The officers of the army and
navy in full
into the
uniform, headed by Gen. Sherman and Ad- and carried the steamer successfully
harbor of St. Nicholas Mole, and I was inmiral Porter, presented a line
appearance. formed
Loth ol these branches of the
by Mr. Nathan, a passenger on board,
public service that had it not been for the courage and preswere
largely represented. The reception of
ence of mind of this second
citizens generally
engineer, the
began a half past twelve steamer must have
foundered, and all hands
o’clock.
The \ ice President, the members of the been lost, whereas the steamer was safely
Cabinet, all ot whom are in Washington ex- conducted into one of the best harbors in the
cepting the Attorney General, and many pri- world, without her cargo having been damaged to the extent of a single shilling. The
\ ate citizens received their friends
to-day.
cargo was valued at £12,000.
held Jan. 17.
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city.

A

same

the same should not be

Atruecopy.

proved, approved and allowed.
I'll CRLOUiH, Judge
Field, Register. ;w t

ASA
Attest—B. P.

Honorable Judge ot Probate tor the County ol
Waldo:
HE UNDERSIGNED Guardian of Mary E. Higgius
-t
ot Lincolnvillo, in said ( ounty, minor heir
Jacob Taylor, late of Belmont, in said County, deceased,
Obthat
said
minor
is
seized
and
respectfully represents
sessed of certain real estate, situate in said I.incoinvllle,
which is fully described in a deed to her, from Eli a H.
1m-.', reHiggins and Gideon A. Young, dated August
that an
corded in Waldo Registry, Book 142, page
advantageous oiler tor said estate of nine hundred dollars has been made by James B. Dickey, of Linoolnville
To t/o Honorable llailroail (Mtnvtissioncrs >>i aforesaid, which oiler it. is for the interest of all con
corned immediately to accept, tie- proceeds thereof t-«
Maine.
rnilE Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad Company be put out on interest lor the benefit ol said iniuor.
I represent respectfully, that the following parcel’s
WUEKi'.i oke your petitioner prays j our honor tograiit
ot land situate in the city of Belfast, in the county of her a license to sell and convey said real estate oi said
to
said
are
for
necessary
Waldo,
Corporation
depot pur- minor to said Diekev, for said sum.
MARY J. TAYLUK.
poses, and for necessary tracks, sidetracks, wood-sheds,
and
freight houses, viz. Berepair shops, car, engine
ginning at the East Bridge” so called, at low water At i. Court of Prohate, held at Belfast, within and forth*
mark, as designated upon the Engineer’s plan; thence
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of Decern
her, A. D. 180*.).
by the line ot low water mark to the northerly corner of
| the wliarf of 8. 8. Lewi*; thence on the northerly line
the foregoing Petition. Ordered, That the petiof said wharf, westwardly to a granite post, the same
)
tioner give notice to all persons interested, by
being the bounds of the northeast corner ol the" Town causing a copy ot said petition, with this order thereon
j Common” so called; thence on line of said Common to be published three weeks successively in th* Kepubli
westwardly to the west corner of same; thence on line can Journal, a paper printed at Bella-!, that they may
of said Common southerly crossing the street. !■» a point appear at a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
near the cooper shop of Daniel Haraden; thence on tlie
Oliiee in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday ol
line ot said common southeasterly to a grauite post, January next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew
near the store of 8. 8. Lewis & 8ou ; thence on a northcause, il any they have, why the same should not be
ASA i ll UKLOTG H Judge
easterly course to a point upon the land of 8. 8. Lewis, granted.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3w2l
twenty feet aci^ss the proposed track as marked upon
Engineer’s plan; thence on said land parallel with said
track to tlie north line of said Lewis’ wharf.
Also commencing at the bridge beforeuamed at low
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.
water mark, thence by said bridge to high water mark,
and following said high water mark line to, and across
land of W. O. Alden. to land of Benjamin Brown’s heirs,
COURT OF
thence on line of said Brown’s land to, and over land of
Town Common
8. 8. Lewis to the west corner of said
and upon the north line of said Common to low water rruiE next Court of Bankruptcy, lor the County ot
1 Waldo, will be held at Belfast, February 22, is.'", at
mark at Lewis’ wharf, and thence on said low water
2 o’clock, P. M.
PETER THACHKK.
mark line to the bridge aforesaid. Said land being
Register oth District, .Maine.
ownc 1 by the city of Belfast, .John Peirce, Wilson ColBelfast, Dec. 31, 180'.).
tl21
cord, 'ieorge Holt and Sister, Win. Holt, A. K. P.
Moor, it. B. Allyne’s heirs, Wm. 0. Alden, 8. 8. Lewis
and heirs of Benjamin Brown.
District Court ok the United
l N
“
Tlie parties interested in said land do not consent that
t
States. State ot Maine.
said Company may take and hold the same for said purIn the matter of JOSEPH HALl., Bankrupt.
to
other
agree upon
parties to determposes, and decline
third general meeting ot the creditors ot said
ine tlie question ot necessity and tlie extent thereof.
r|'MIE
JL Bankrupt, will be held at Belfast, in said District.
YYiikkkfokk, Your petitioners respectfully make application to your Honors, to view the premises and determ- on the twenty-seventh day of February A. D. l*7o,at
ine whether, and how much ot said estate is necessary o’ciock, 1*. M.t at the otlice ot Peter Tbaurher, Esq., out
for the reasonable accomodation of tratlic, and appro- of the Registers in Bankruptcy in said District, io wit,
the otlice ol the Register of Probate. t *r the purposes
priate business of tlie Corporation; and to designate, at
and set the same apart, give a proper certificate thereof: named in the twenty-eighth section of tin- Bankrupt Act
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
and to do all such other matters as may be proper in of March 3,1807
2w20
Assignee.
their behalf.
YVitness my hand in behalf of said Corporation this 22d,
DIUICT COURT OK THE.CNITKI.
„ASKi;l•Tl v
day of December, lSG'J,
sj
States. District of Maine.
Per order of the Directors of the Belfast and MooseCOLEMAN,
In
the
matter
of
WILLIAM
P.
Bankrupt.
head Lake Railroad Company.
A. 1IAYFORD, President.
third general meeting ot the creditors ot said
John U. Quimuv, Clerk.
Bankrupt, will be held at Belfast, iu said Dltrlct, on the twenty-second day ot February, A. D., 1870,
at 2 o'clock, P. M., at the otlice of Peter Thacher, Esq.,
Banuok, Dec. 21, lSG'J.
iu Bankruptcy in said District, t*>
Upon the foregoing application, we appoint Thursday, one ot the Registeis
of the Register of Probate, for the
the 20th day of .January next, at 0 o’clock, A. M., and wit, at the office
the
27th section of the Bankrupt Act
in
tlie store of 8. 8. Lewis & 8on, a place in said city of purposes named
Belfast, and in the vicinity of the premises described in of March 2d, 1807. MARSHALL DAVIS, Assignee.
Jw2»*
Belfast, Jan. 3, 1870.
said application, as the time and place when and where
we will view the premises named in said application,
and hear all parties interested therein and in tlie matTo the

LrPON

|

BANKRUPTCY.

...

,.

THE

UUN'J-cHo*
o^rSHUI
THE WORLDS h

G%BESIJH

ters named in said application, and we order that notice
be given to all parties interested, by publishing this application and our order thereon once in the Republican
Journal, a paper published in said city of Belfast, and
by service upon each of the parties named in said appli-

cation as owners or interested in the premises therein
described and living in said city of Belfast, by giving
to them or their duly authorized agents or representatives, a copy of said publication in hand or leaving the
same at their usual place ol abode in said city, and sendSCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION.”
ing by mail a copy of said publication to those parties
NoticeVitality impaired by the errors of youth or a too close
named therein not living in said city, but whose resiapplication to business, may be restored, and manhood rpuis is to certify that I, Benjamin Moody, of Wintcr- dences may be known, or to their duly authorized agents
regained. The Institute also publishes “SEXUAL
lather oi Charles A. Moody, hereby give no- or representatives whose names and residences may be
1
port,
PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND HER DIS- tice that I have this
day given my son the remaining known, all fourteen days, at least, before Thursday, the
EASES,” the best book of the kind extant. One or time of his minority, and shall hereafter
claim none oi 20th day of January next; said service upon the city of
both these works should be in every household. The his
nor
Bellast may bo by copy upon the Mayor and the city Clerk.
pay any debts of his contracting.
earnings
advertisement of the Peabody Medical Institute, in
Railroad ConnnisA. \V. YVILDE8,
BENJAMIN
MOODY.
another column, will give the reader a fuller account of
Witness—Upton Tukat,
sioners of State
8. 11. BLAKE,
l
these excellent publications.
npo\v2‘!
ot Maine.
8. T. CORSER.
Frankfort, Dec. 20, Imoo.

New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.

Assignee’s
IN

Sale.

BANKRUPTCY.
By Charles C. Crary, Auctioneer.
Iu the matter of JOSEPH F. HALL, Bankrupt.
order of the Honorable Edward Fox, Judge ot
the Dictrict Court ot the United States lor the
District of Maine, I shall sell at public auction at my ol
lice In Belfast, in said District, on Saturday, the twentv
ninth day of January, A. 1). 1870, at ten o'clock, A. M.,
the interest of said Bankrupt in an undivided ninth part,
and the undivided ninth ot a ninth part of the real es-

BY

Frye Hall, located in the rear of the Belfast
Academy, which was conveyed by said Bankrupt to Harrison Mahoney, of said Belfast, on the fourteenth day

tate of

of December, 18U8, to
that day loaned to said

deeinable

year from

secure

him for the sum ol $200,
said Mahoney,
re
sum and interest in one

Bankrupt by
ot said

payment
date.’’ JOS. WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
ou

Belfast, Jau.

1. 1870.

-w2*»

disapproval. “Lochy,” acting as she thought
dutifully, listened to her people, the match
was broken oft', and the. disappointed suitor
moved from the village to Cincinnati. lie
writes her a letter from that point, Novem-

IN SCHOOL DAYS.

"dill sits the

v.

\VIIITTIKII.

.1.

V,\

hoolhousf b\ the road

ragged beggar sunning;

A

\ round ii >tili the sumachs grow.
And blackberry vines are running.

ber, 1, ISIS, in which lie says:—

Within the master's d* >k is seen,
O' cp seam d by marks oflicinl:
I lie warpping floor, the battered >eat<.
iack-knifr's **:tr\ed initial;

writing.

You were a little perplexed at my manlier ol
Turn your eyes on the past and then
say how I should have written. In the years 1*11
and 1812 I made two journeys from the Western
country to offer and yield to you a heart and a
hand which 1 did not feel at liberty to give to another. Your duty to your mother forbade your
acceptance. This is a sacred duty. I must always
commend you in its performance. At the same
time I thought, and still think, this ought not to
have been an objection, i was compelled to leave
you because you commanded it. The choirs was
not mine, and to me it was a painful and heartrending separation. You stood oil the porch when
l bade you farewell: that porch on which we had
so often embraced and parted.
IJtold you it was
You would
doubtful whether I ever returned.
not believe me. I have since thought it my duly
I did so, but it has
to marry a virtuous woman.
pleased Heaven to take her from me. Every relation in life she supported with dignity and prosperity, and i-, now happy in the mansions of eternal rest.

The charcoal frescoes on its wall;
lt> floor’s worn >ill betraying
The feet that creeping slow to school,
Went storming out to playing!

Long years ago

a

winter’s sun

Shone over it at setting;
Lit up it" we*deni window panes.
And low eaves i«*y fretting.

It touched the tangled, golden curb.
\nd brown eves full of grieving.
O! one \vli.i still h. r steps delayed
When all the seh ool were leaving.
For near her stood the little boy
Ibr childish favor singled;
Ills « ap pulled low upon a face
Where pride and shame were mingled.

A SPl.F.NRU) 1 F.TTKIi.

Pushing with restless feet the snow
To right and left ho lingered;—

On February 7. 1810, lie wrote
ing really noble letter, ami one
perusing:—

restlessly her tiny hands
The blue checked apron lingered.

\s

lb-

her lift her
"<>fl hand's

saw

eyes; lie felt

The
light caressing.
And heard the tremble of her voice,
A" if a fault confessing.
I'm sorry that I spelt the word
I hate to go above you,
!’• cause,*'—the brown eyes lower fed.
Ih-cause, you $ee. I love you!’’
■"til! memory to a grav-haired man
Tha* sweet child face is showing,
I
trl! the grasses on her grave
f«*rty years been growing!
i•;vs to learn, in life’" bard school.
II iw few who pass above him
l. iiiicnt their triumph and his loss
Like her,—because they love him.
>

HISTORY OF A FEMALE MISER.
From the New York Herald, Dec. 25th.

Poi'ciiKEKP.siE. Dee. 24, 1869.
I n" trader- ol' the Herald liave already
'.‘1-11 told of the death of “Loehy Ostrod,” of
hi- city,
l'liey undoubtedly remember she
departed this life about four weeks since, aged
•venty-seven-years. leaving, as far as can
ee
ascertained, no blood relations or next of
in behind to be the recipients of over §30,ihiii. which ’‘Loehy'’ by her miserly disposition had saved up.
As will be recollected,
•he made no will. For years she had trudged along towards the unknown shore alone.)
sic- had a cold and calculating heart, and
-eldom spent a cent tor the necessaries of life,
subsisting chiefly upon triends, and grasping
every dollar she could lay hands on, hoarding il away for she knew not what. She
mver
was married, and that fact, without
d.mbt, was the cause of her eccentricities during the last fifty years of her life. It has been
stated that her fortune reached §25,000. It
will undoubtedly go to a much higher figure.
Soon after her death letters of administration
v ere
granted to one Walter I). Wheeler, a
creditor, and Daniel 11. (luernsey and O. D M.
Baker were appointed appraisers. These gentlemen ltavi pertormed their duty in a ereditaldehnanner.'and during their investigation
much
of the
romantic appertaining to
‘Loehy’.-" lift has come to light. The official
inventory of things brought to their notice is
is tollows, taken at the house where‘he old
maid lived aud dh d.
l’liey met there on the
10th of December. She occupied a room, bedroom and two large pantries on the second
it, the attic she had three small rooms,
lloor
and in the cellar a coal receptacle.
Till. MaIN liOOM

This

and clean as wax,
very plain, indicating
t ift, economy The furniture, in its day, must
lave been valuable, but it was all of the style
I “an hundred years ago.” The bureau especially was a curiosity. Il was heavily
uoimti d in brass and filled with underclothing made up almost entirely of patches. The
window curtains (three of them) were of the
commonest kind of calico, and looked as if
they had been purchased fifty years ago. Between them
and the window “jLoeliy” (so
strict wa> her economy) had placed pieces of
new-pap, rs to sr.ve the colors from being obliterated by the rays of the sun. About the
room
also were cheap pictures, while the
mantel was adorned with old fashioned ornaThe contents of this room were apments.
praised at lifty-throc dollars
The two closets in the room were filled
with at tt 1* pi at ed crockery and cooking utensils, bedding, old umbrellas and traps irenerbut

room

was

everything

as neat

was

~

ui-;i»i;«

><

>M,

Tim In-ill. .mi. 11IV the main room, had a
two dnllai and a halt lied in it, and it was
otherwise very scantily furnished; but to
•'i.oehy' it uas undoubtedly the most valtlide rixim in the house, for under the bed,
-lm\ed away back in a corner, covered with
cobwebs and begrimed with dust, was
found
\ lit'EI-a; HOOKIN'!I

THI NK.

As the energetic appraisers drew out this
relic ot bygone (lays, a feeling of “()ld Times
bucks,” cam o’er them, and witli curiosity
gleaming from their eyes they brushed the

Dear Friend. You were so good as to answer
both ofiny letters at the same time, under date of
January 11. 1 am much obliged to youa for the inmoment’s
formation it contains, and am happy in
renewal of the davs that are gone, Iheir rememto
hear
that
your
brance is sweet. I am sorrv
mother is in feeble health. It is a great duty von
have to discharge towards her. and to a generous,
noble mind its faithful discharge will afford a lasting consolation. I wish her renewal from her distress, and should feel the greatest pleasure in rendering any relief in mv power to her or any pleaswatches
ure to the noble daughter who diligently
tier tottering steps and soothes tier darling life.
To me this happiness is denied. Go and till and
fulfil vour heavenly duty. How sweet is its discharge. how kind’is the office of an affectionate
daughter to all aged mother! Remember me to
her.'and remember also that the greatest and \\ armest wish of my heart lias ever been to see you happy. You say my going so far lias been the cause
of our present separation. You think we should
have been happy if l had remained in my native
State. In answer to which do you not recollect
that the last time I saw you my offer was to live
anywhere and to consent to any arrangement Colour mutual peace, happiness and satisfaction, in
which offer your mother was not forgotten or neglected !- You know the reason why it was not so.
From that day to the present I have looked upon
our separation as inevitable anil eternal.
My reasons for leaving New York were to establish my
health and get better business. I have with the
helping of Providence, succeeded in both. Were I
now in the State of New York my opinion is that
we should lie as we now arc. great friends and
quite happy togatlier and very comfortable apart.
Where an attachment is so strong that objections
and inconveniences arc no obstacles sufficient lo
prevent a union, such an attachment fit s the
foundation for human happiness and give- an opportunity for the parties to be happy in the society
of each other. Jt appears to mo that this is wanting. 5 have no idea that I could make any offer
that would induce Rachel Ostrom to change her
situation; therefore I slcdi not make one. A bare,
cold calculation of probable happiness or misery
will not answer whenever our affections are so
weak that we slop to consider a lew veurs and consuit friends and acquaintances and to ascertain
whether the winds or waves will bring ns a better
or a more advantageous offer.
Marriage in this
ease is out of the question.
My disposition in
the
heart and afterto
consult!
is
affairs of that sort
wards consult good fortune and trust in a good
Providence.
My dear girl, you have too many
doubts to become a favorite of Hymen. The joytile doubtful and lukewarm.
favors
ful god never
You thought we might lie poor; tlii- would not do.
A'ou thought something ..hotter might occur, and
at anv rate you could not persuade yourself that
happiness would follow marriage. And pray who
ever did '! Happiness depends on ourselves; not on
what surrounds us. And i hope you will yet learn
tln:t a genuine affection i> in marriage the first and
last ingredient for happiness; it is the best marriage portion, tiie best outfit and the flues! equipage that a pair ever began with, and without it
everything is poverty indeed. And you must also
learn that it is not every day wn can conn at this,
portion, as poor a- some may count it. Your
constant lover,
-'

ailv.
11 o'i I >

the followwell worth

j

After reading the above tetter Looby Ostrom eommeneed a different life. She became
cold-hearted, calculating, avaricious and
grasping, and banished her lover from her
mind; refused oilers of marriage, kepi, her
own counsel, and trudged along almost unmindful of the world about her. Tivenlv
six years of silence between the lover- ensued, and then Loehy received another letter
It was dated Cincinnati.
from her lover.
August 10, lKt'l, and commenced “Dear
Rachel." It was brief, and merely referred
In September followto old recollections.
ing she received another letter from him, the
tone of which proved that he still loved her
and felt lonely. In this condition lie wrote:
—“Who should 1 turn to but old affections ?
Are all the fountains of pleasant waters dried
up? I did hope the past might turn up a new
and brighter leaf. I have dreamed ot pleasI have stood in their
ures tied, long gone.
midst until they seemed reality; and why
should it not be so ? We must hope or die."'
And later still he wrote, “Nothing in anger,
in malice naught set down ; let us bury the
jlast and forget it. excepting the pleasant and
agreeable acquaintance, that a brighter and
a better page may be added to our life’s histories." In tilts letter also, lie made a second
offer of marriage; but the offer was made to
a heart cold as stone and hardened by titty
years of tune. “Loehy” Ostrom was gray
with age, her face was wrinkled, her .-tup
was weak, and the caprices of a miser had
hold oil her. With her gaze on her money
bags, with all affection or love gone, -he declined the offer, and from that time to the day
of her death never heard from her lover

•obwebs away and commenced a strict ex
imination of the object before them. It was j
hair trunk, a very diminutive one. only
ibout a foot aim a half in length, six inches more.
high and eight often inches wide. It did
Leaving the love letters, carefully refoldit take long to open the rusty lock, when ing them and putting them away, the aplm curious gaze of the appraisers was par- praisers ascended to the upper rooms mid intiailv appeased
spected
WHAT WAS IN IT.
lochy's APP.\ni:r..
»in lb top was a vast lot ol receipts, bills
In one of the bedrooms, although “Loehy"
ii.d liiisei ilancoiis papers, which were quiek- was known not to have bought two dresses
oid laid aside, and then two in ten years, were found twenty dresses,
v taken out
well worn wallets came to the surface, one four or live of which were of elegant and
empty and 11.- other containing a silver fifty costly silk, at least so considered in their
“Halloa! what's this ?” ex- day, for they wore at least lifty years old.
ent
piece.
claimed tint-of the appraisers, as lie drew Visible also, were pots ot' perservos, canned
••nit 3:1,060 in bonds and mortgages; “and fruit, &<-.
AMOUNT Of l'ROl’KIITV.
iliis?” said the other, as he fished up $350 j
“Ah !” said the first apin Treasury notes.
Thu amount of property lolt behind, as
praiser, “now what do you say?” and this shown by the inventory, foots up *21
lime fifty, twenty, ten and five dollar gold 94.
It is stated, also, that she left .*12,000
pieces were drawn forth to the amount of in real estate, which makes the grand to8105. Next came silver dollars, silver halves tal $83,553,94. The bills against, the estate
silver quarters, ten and five cent pieces, to will be
The most of,them come
very heavy
the amount of twenty dollars. Then from a from
persons where “Loehy” at different
corner of the trunk were hauled $1,200 in
times "called in” and "made a visit,” stay1 'uited States
five-twenties, and still the ing in many cases several days at a time. As
not
and
trunk was
emptied, Another haul,
before stated, up to the time of her death she
out came a silver cup monograined U. <)., had not attended church in
twenty years.
half a dozen silver table spoons, three silver Time and
she had been asked to leave
again
dessert spoons, one dozen silver tea spoons, her money to the Home for the Friendless or
two silver salt to the Methodist or
one silver sugar, tongs,
Presbyterian ( hureh in
spo ns; and that, ended the list of gold, silver this city, but she always declined with a sigbank notes and bonds and mortgages; but nificant shrug of her shoulders. The report
there was still one more package left, and that heirs will come to the surface at the
that
proper moment gains credence every day,
A VALUABLE BUNDLE.
but as it now stands "Loehy” Ortrom had
without doubt the key to not a blood relation in the wide, wide
It contained
••Lochy’s” eccentric life. It was a bundle world.
of love letters—fifteen in all. It was tied
neatly with a piece of white satin ribbon,
with a pretty bow on top, but the ribbon was
stained with time, and the paper on which
the letters were written was also time-stained.
It will be brought to mind that in her early
days “Lochy” was a beautiful girl, possess- TO TIIE WORKING CLASS.—Wc arc now prepared
ing a warm heart, and she moved in good to furnish all classes with constant employment at home,
time or for the spare moments. Busisociety. She had a lover who loved her as he the whole of the and
profitable. Persons of either sex
light
loved his life, and she loved him in return. ness new,
easily earn from 50c. to $5 per evening, and a proporIt was believed that they were engaged to tional sum by devoting their whole time to the business.
be married, but her parents broke the match Boys and girls earn nearly as much as men. That all
who see this notice may send their address, and test the
otf. Her suitor was a gentleman in every business,
we make this unparalleled offer: To such as
sense of the word, and at that time a lawyer
are not well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay for the
of writing. Full particulars, a valuable sample,
trouble
ot no mean ability.
folwhich will do lo commence work on, and a copy of The
Judging from the
lowing quaint card found in the trunk and People's Literary Companion—one of the largest and
best
contents
of
the
family newspapers published—all sent free by mail.
from the
letters, the first time
if you want permanent, profitable work, address
she ever went out with him was on the even- Reader,
K. C. ALLEN & CO., Augusta, Maine.
Here is the
ing of December ill, 1K0G.
card:—
The company of Miss II. Ostroin is requested at
a
hull at Cunningham’* Hotel, on Wednesday
evening, the Jlst inst., at six o’clock I*. M.
t F. MONTANKY.
I
S. SLKK.
M
CHA8. A. DANA, Editor.
C PARSONS. S
? II. COOK.
The cheapest, smartest, and best New York newspaper.
IlKCEMIlKK 20, 1*00.
F very body likes it. Three editions: Daily, &0| 8amWimijsli and Weekly, #1 a year. AllthkNews
This card was without doubt sacredly
nt half-price. Full reports of markets, agriculture, Farmers
nnd Fruit Growers’ Clubs, and a complete story in every
we met.”
of
“when
first
memento
as
a
kept
Weekly ami Semi-Weekly number. A present of valuable
A few years of enjoyment followed, and
plants and vines to every subscribers inducements to canLife Insurances, Grand Pianos.
vass unsurpassed
of
love
and
conAc..
the two exchanged vows
Mowing Machines, Parlor Organs, Sewing Machine-,.
uud hats free. Send a
Minimi' fhe premiums
Specimens
DJI-ii and try it.
stancy, and finally the matter was placed benk.
New
\
W. ENGLAND. Publisher Pun,
fore “Lochy’-.” parent meeting willi instant

gtfo l^berttsemcnts.

..

,T

Hctu Ilbftfrtiscmntlg,
For

PUBLISHED

Always

the most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a few minutes, j
of great historical interest,1 Inhaled
with the breath, it goes directly to the Lungs j
stirring events and thrilling adventure,
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.

THE BiVEB OF THE WEST ;

(Opposite Revere Ilousc.)
100,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAP.

PATENTED, May 18, 1800.
By Mail $1.00.
J. C. LEWIS. Proprietor,
Belfast, Maine.

U7>0

PHILO CHASE,

Counsellor and

CANVASSING BOOK SENT FREE FOR

arls by Sunlight
and Gaslight

Attorney at

taw,

14 WALL STREET,
York.

New

8tf

NOTICE.

These are,

which

How Lost. How Restored.

Magical.

To Females in Delicate Health.

—

K.nit

—

AGENTS WANTED
For a New Household
Now Ready,

which sells to

Work,

|

j
all

j

GENUINE IMPKON ED COMMON SENSE FAMILY
Price only #1*. Great inSEWING MACHINE
This is the most popular Sewing
ducements to Agents.
Machine • •! Uiw day —makes the famous “Elastic Lock
Stitch ’—will do anv kind of work that can be done on
100.000 sold and the demand constant
any Macliim
Send
y increasing. Now is the time to take an Agency.
or circular
it#- .'<//•.a/v of iii/rin'/rrs.JS# Address
or
St.
SECOMK Sc Co., Hoston, Mud., Pittsburgh, Pa.,

oui?, Mo.

1

Ills.

Smoking

bags,
daily packed.
muslin

|

is made of the choicest
leaf grown, it is antinervous in its (fleets, as
the Nicotine has been ex
Tobacco
traded; it leaves no disit is very mini, ugni m
taste
alter
smoking;
agreeabh
color and weight, hence one pound will last as long as :j
of ordinary tobacco. In this brand we also pack orders
fry it
.•very day for lirst quality M-erschaam Pipes,
ami convince yours- lves it. is all ir cla.-u' to be, “Tine

LORILLARD'S

Yacht

Club

Smoking

is ; st or

S his brand of Fine Cut
chewing tobacco has no
et|uul or superior any
where.
It is without
doubt the best die wing

LORILLARD’S

CENTURY!
Chewing

Tobacco.
tobacco in the country.

LORILLARD'S

s \ ii r ¥ s

now been in gen| have use
in the United
er;il
i States over 11<' years,and
till
acknowledged “the
;

[

best
wherever used.
It your storekeeper does not have these articles for
sale, ask him to tfet them; they are sold by respectable
jobbers almost everywhere.
Circular of prices mailed on application.

P. 1 ORILLARD & CO., New York.

Aromatic

Vegetable Soap-

For th«' Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
Mini III

A I.I. IlItl GVIKTN.

Savage's

Ursina,

FOR THE HAIR,
Has a world-wide reputation lor restoring tiio lift- of
the Hair and permanently maintaining its beauty.

hesitate

^
£
c

A

mi;

1

>N

K K<

attractive,

(iltAIUAll-. I*It
IN HOSl’OX.

and

cheap.

a

paper of

pins

furnish

to

customers with

Merino

>■]

Hosiery,

OTTOMANS,
EPPiLINES,

our

EPINGLINES,

to a bottle of Per-

LYONS POPLINS, &c.,

Linen Finish

I'rcpartJ by

Mailed

or.

i: t ro> a <

o„

IG cts.

per Box.

.‘■a:

m.

i

Belfast, Maine,

eds. to

I Call

at No. 10

We cut garments

CITY

<

K lil'

I

K

Spectacles

fltjj-Eor Sale at CALY1M il KKYEY’.S, Agent, Bella
tf!»
EMEKY, Jeweler, Bucksport.

LOOK!

LOOK!

I

TOOK

TOOK

THOUSAND (lASES
I^OIITY
shipped
clubs,

(>F G(X)DS

from our house in One ^ ear to fami
uml merchants, in every part, of tin- count r>
lies,
from Maine to California,amounting m value to owi

J
i

|
|

j

|

I

i

lll.inkeis (Built*. ( ottonn.
KliaaU
Ihfiv <*oo<h Tal»lf* Linen Toui‘1*.
Ituiu*
IIoiicn kloves. *ki it*. ( <»r*4*t* Ac.. At
H ate. fejioou* |JaO ti ok
Kihnr.Platetl
loiki. five.bottle
Vitkfl Kilter, Ile.wert
tda<ei
|il<ited Caitoi'N lli-itiiiiuia fl are
Ware.Taltle ami Pocket ('titlen io great

j
!

variety

I’rem k
ami
l am y
Liermaii
Elegant
hooili. fl<*.tntiful Photonrapli lllxiiu*
in Morrocoo ami Velvet Bind
newest and choicest styl

fugs.

1

j

Toilet Quilts,

Hemp Carpetings,?&c.
May

IIorroeco Trat e11ing Blag*. Handkerc hief
ami klove lk>\e«. Ac.
kold ami l*late<l Jetteln.of the neneit

bo iouu>l in Stork, and

nnintition of

\\Y have also made arrangements with some* of tin
w ill enable us to sell
the standard and latest works of popular authors at
about one-half the regular price such ns 1* v i:< *n M*>oui-.,
IB it ns, Milton, and Tknn v .son's Wukks, in full (Jilt
and Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds of other.'.

is

leading Publishing House-*, that,

rp<»
X

THESE AND EVERYTHING ELSE EOR

One Dollar for Each Article.

Ham’s

HIE

STREET,

LA1>1EV.

The celebrated

DK.

f.

j

special accommodation.
1>K. DIX having devoted o\»r
twenty years [
particular branch ot the treatment of all tils, u*ea i„ U|,
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in tins corn
try and Europe, that he excels all other known i u n
|
;
loners in the safe, speedy aud irectual treatim nr d u,
(. male complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpo-of removing all diseases, such as debility, wcakiu•*«. iu
We want good reliable agents in every part of the natural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, ul-o a'
Country. By « mploying your spare time to form clubs discharges which flow from a morbid state of the blood
and sending us orders, you can obtain the most liberal] The Doctor is now fullv prepared to treat In his p. uh
commissions, either in <';i«lior lfI«*rcIiaii<llN«‘,ind4 style, both medically and suigically. nFI dlsca-o .•/ tfemale sex, aud they are respect! II) iuvited to call .♦
all goods sent by us will bo as represented, and we guar
an tee satisfaction to every one dealing with our house,
j
Xo. 21 Eurilcoft Nlreel, Uontou
As the Holidays are coming, we are making special ar
rangements to supply erevt/ one who reads our advertiseAll letters requiring advice must t ntain one 1..
ment, with the most handsome and useful Hr liduy pres
injure an answer.
outs that can be thought of or wished for, and to enable
Boston. Jan. 1 1869—lyr

One-Half the

Regular

Rates.

»

them to procure them

cheaply

aud

expeditiously.

Invigorator

HEIMS,

1 i■ itcd.

~

LORD'S

tiEJSTIRY

*

particularly iuvltes all Ladies who need a .\h>iu
Suryicul adviser, to cull at his iiooius, M Eudicdt Si
Uostou, Mass., which they will tiud arranged •: fti.tr

we

nii. FOSTER'S

Instant Relief from Pain!
g

w

A

>

<

SJ
«

P5

CHARGES

BILLIARD TABLES.

-■

We tio not offer a single article oi'un ri l.andiso, that
!"■ sold by regular dealei at our price. We do not
ask you t«> buy goods lroni u.- unless we can sell them
cheaper than you can obtain them in any other way,
while the greater part of our good- are -old at about

can

--

Fishing

ox

and <|ii dil.

{irioo

earnestly

an

Siniontoii Bros. iV (\>

j

Savings

I.

mystery

Tickings.
Bed Spreads.
Linen Towelling.

style*.
;

no

j Feathers.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS
Our facilities for transacting this immense bu.Om-better than ever before. \Vf have agents in all the
principal cities to purchase goods from the M.mufaeturami often ut ai<
rs, Importers, and others, for
immense sacriliee from the original cost of production
Our stock consists, in part, of tin- following goods
are

;

of

cheap
ready

sale of them is

rOOK

H>

the

so

1

that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
nostrums,
J TURK, PINE CHAMBER 'SKI'S, BEDSTEADS, will give to any one who will become our Agent, Oia*
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction of it,” TABLES, CHAIRS. &c., &c.
Hundred Free Ticket*,enumerating -nineof the
ASK
Doctor
or
for may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that
jour
Hrugs‘i«t
many
many different articles from which you can make your
MIEET 4|mfNE-it
pials (bitter) Quinine, are dect ived, also, and spend large amounts for experiand see our prices, so cheap that all can buy selection of Holiday presents.
M’l’d by Stkahns, Fahk vV Co.,Chemists, New York. ments with
J and not to be undersold in the State.
For returning full clubs from these Free Tickets. acquackery.
DR. DIX’S
companied by the cash, we will give tin -ainc.e\tru pre
arc
ins
mium- that we now give, just the same as il you had
very moderate. Communications sacredly
A. B. MATHEWS.
C. D. FIELD.
DR. OTK V.
IKond Mt.. ¥. ¥., treats all pri- charges
We wish
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
vate diseases,
Seminal Emission
paid 10 cents for each one of your TieketImpotency, Ac. secrecy and
confidence, whatever may be the disease, conyou to understand that not anv other firm in the busiBoarding in establishment if desired. Thousands ol dition or
situation
us in anv way whatever.
of
married
or single.
with
ness
can
one,
any
compete
Bank.
cases from every State indicate the Doctor’s skill.
Railroad
SealMedicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of t.ic
As these free tickets are only good for the Holidayed pamphlet lor 2 stamps.
United States,
IS UEKK1SY UIVKN, That application you must, send in your orders before the tiOth of .JanAll letters
advice must contain one dollar to 'VroT,CE
requiring
will be made to the next Legislature of Maine, by uary, l.sro.
i^i
insure an answer.
In every order amounting to o\ it #.>0, accompanied b
the undersigned and associates, for the charter of a SavAddress Du. L. Dix,No. idl Endlcott St. Boston, Mass.
NOTICE.
*.oo, and in every order
ings Bank, to be located at Belfast, and be called The I the cash, the Agent ma\ beretain
Boston Jan. 1 180'J—1 yr
retained to
over $lb", $j,oo may
of
and
same
the
rights
Railroad Savings Bank—with
OF AND AFTER TUESDAY, DEC. nil, THE
and
restricpowers, and subject to the same obligations
PAY THE EXPRESS
STEAMER
tions as have been heretofore made with respect to existThis offer is more especially to assist Agents in the
ing corporations ot the kind in the State ol Maine.
Western and Southern States, but is open to all custom
A. HAY FORI),
ers.
W.
H. SIMPSON,
j
-CUT AT—
con n 1 « ft i o ai ft
W. T. COLBURN,
S. L. MILL1KEN.
will be paid ten per cent, in Cash or Men ban
Agents
!
WM. C MARSHALL,
disc, when they nu. i* tiikik kxtiki: cm i-n, for which i
.1. B. WADL1N.
below we give a partial List of Commissions
I
l'HOS. W. PITCHER,
K. A T A II D I ]ST.
No. lO ■( I-I,
I or ao onl<»r «f .^;|o from a club of thirty, w« j
-OO,1. W PITCHER
will pay the Agent, as commission, P'* yds. brown oi
A. D. BEAN,
CAl’T. 11ENKY 8. RICH
•>«>! Square!
Bleached Sheeting. Good Dress Fattern,
CHARLES D. FIELD,
-ooDr.
Shawl. French Cassimerc Hants and Vest l’attcrn. Fine
Aromatic
II. II. FORBES
Will make but one trip per week during the winter.
!
White Counterpane, etc., etc., oi $ TOO in cash.
large
*
M M. B. SWAN,
Removes from the system the ill effects caused
For an order of
by the exfrom < eiub of lift y, we a ill
CIIARI.ES baker,
Elating- Belfast every TUESDAY. lE«*tueniiig, eessve use ot alcholie liquors, and eilectually destroys
pay I he Agent, as Commission, ii yd-. Sheeting, (Mm
.1. C. THOMPSON.
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone t o debilleave Boston every FRIDAY.
GEO. G. WELLS,
I’attern, Hand
pair heavy Wool Blanket-. Fopiln Dn
itated mucous surfaces. Kll'etc matter is removed from
JOSEPH 11, KALKR.
tf‘22
some Wool
Agent.
Square Shawl. Silver-Ca- Watch, etc. u
the system, thereby restoring It to normal healthful conBelfast. Nov. Si, LSr-'J.
or $ >.00 in cash.
dition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual,
I'or au order of *100, from a club of one hull
curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney ComVessel for Sale.
dred, we will pay !he Agent, as t omnii-slon, 100 yds.
plaints, and all other Derangements of the Stomach and
good yard-wide’Sheeting, Coin-Silver Hunting Cast
TIIE schooner SENATOR,.'If tons O. M. Bowels in a speedy manner. This elegant
preparation
Watch, ltieh Long Woo! Shawl, Suit of all Wool French
Is in good order ami well found in sails, has stood the test ol
years. A wine-glass full before eat('assimere, etc., etc., or $U» in cash.
rigging, cable, Ac. Will bo sold very low. ing will give a good appetite, and prevent all sutleringWe do not employ any I ravelling Agents, and cus- :
Irom indigestion. Ladies of weak and delic ite constituE, B. GARDNER,
tomers should not pay imnicv to persons purporting t•.
tions should take the Invigorator three times a day.
Buekspoit.
A
be our agents, unless personally acquainted.
106 SUDBURY
wine-glass full before retiring will insure sweet and re
ME*1» MONK* 1 I. If A 1 ft III 1UUS
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
TEIIKI) 1.ETXEHN
iuduce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
Iloston,
to
LetRoom
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 15 Central
For lull particulars send for Catalogues.
Block, over I iuc Allard’s store, wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Manufacturer of BILLIARD TABLES, with tin*
rpHE Room in City
p.\ l:ki ;i,* ,sr < *<
<oml»inution «tnp <
i«>r
1 and under the .lournM idhia-. Apply to the editor Sold in Belfast by M. .4. HOW EH A CO.
In Stockton, by JOII \ VI. 4 .VI EH ..ml VI It*. |»
I1
to any now in use, at
>t thi- pap*1!1.
j»rn
98 &. 100 Summer St., Boston M:iss,
E.
KDIH
ILI,
tti-mf.
t<>
Dec.-*..
All
or«lvrs
«t
mno-'t
Bellas
$8'
pt.imptly
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SHIRT PATTERNS

at

tmciiL

variety

that

were

lying

NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
1 N T O
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other n medy, he relies upon Mkkcuky, and
Should lie on every Toilet table.
it
11
No.
PIKEN1K
li()\V,
gives
to all his patients, in Tills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrumand see the largest stock >>1
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Onsicicv i.—None
(it nuine witliout the Bunn Bai:k Specific, Antidote, &.C., both relying upon its effects in
Label and the signature
Now Furniture
Allied Savage" round the curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas! nothing is said of
neck.
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and ever offered in this city. PARLOR SLITS of the
are left to linger and sutler for months or
years, until re- LATEST STYLES
Have Taken Over 'f.i.OOO in three months lieved or cured, ll posssiblc, by competent physicians.
J U S T
O P K N 1 N ti
Ironi the sale of my Tested Jleceipts, a good evidence
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
of their popularity. Send 10 cis. and stamp for sample
! LOOM ! at the quality and prices of our
circular and information to It. U. WILLIAMS A. CO.,
J CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and CHESTNUT
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
East Boston, Mass.
some quack doctors and
SETS, ETAOERKS, SIDE-BOARDS,
nostrum-makers, yet, regardless CHAMBER
ot the life and health ot others, there are those
among WHAT-NOTS, &cM &c.
For the lirsf-cias new 1 Oetave Piano*. ! them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
QQf\
at our large stock of COMMON FLRN1mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
4>tdUs t on trial. C. S. I'iano Co., New York.
so
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garments, Bracos, Stockings,
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Perfected.
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METALLIC CASES
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Woolen Goods, Flamieis, Rudoi
,\Z VHUS &
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BONDS.;

company.
This consideration gives Beltast City Bonds A (IREAT
ADVANTAGE over the bonds ot towns and cities which
ticularly to
are subject to this tax, and makes them by far the most
desirable ii vestment in the market.
si RANGERS AND TRAVEJ.I.EUS.
Nearly fifty thousand dollars ol these bonds were .-.old
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native I before the decision ol the Commissioner was received—
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large 1 and investors will find.it for their advantage to send in
cities,
I hmnediatelj, hs no assurance can be givenithat any thing
DR. DIX
| more than ■/ limited amount will he disposed of at former
1
proudly refers to Professor.- and respectable Physicians
rates.
T1MO. THORNDIKE,
many of whom consult him in critical cases, because ol
Hid
City Treasurer.
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
j so long experience, practice, and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
! by the
boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
and pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special
I Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
; Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas of tfie
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
t six
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas, always on hand of all sizes, lrom two feet t<> six
inches.
j but to further their imposition assume nai les of other cel! ebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived 1)1011 CAKKIITI alw
ays mu hand oi mad
: by
to order, and trimmed in the LA IK ST STYLE.
QUACK NOSTRUM MAK KBS,
I* II WOOII < ASIt KT,«i. reailvjm.-nl*- .«[ LOW
through false certificates ami references, and recommend- IIA
Pit ICES.
ations ol their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them : or who. besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written (OFIT.V1 CHE: II*.
of the qualities and effects ot different herbs and plants
and ascribe all the same to their Tills, Extracts, Specifics
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
C. 1). FIELD,
tils
A, II. MATH EWS.
of the ancient belief ol its
curing everything,” but now
known to
kill more than is cured,” ami those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

>i'

<

(.nits’

DECISION of the Commissioner ol Internal
> Revenue, just received, these bonds are not liable
to the internal revenue tax of FIVE PER CENT, lik«
railroad bonds, or bonds giv en by towns or cities in aid ol
a railroad, or by
way of a loan ot credit to a railroad

1>

i;!’K

when the cloth is

High St

EXEMPT FROM TAXATION:

SIXTEEN YEARS
1
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a tact so well
i ksiov/r. t many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
j; Proprietors, &c.,thal U. is much recommended, and par-

j

l
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Preservers.

Unfailing Eye

II. L. LORD’S.

$1.00
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WATERPROOFS
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SIMONTON BROS
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Every quality
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now em a ro.
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flic rush in this

and read} for inspection, at prices that will insure rendv
sale of them.

Landing, .He.
Wholesale and Retail, by
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IIIK K ALPACAS.

OilCloth Table Covers at attractive prices

Address,

rece.pt ot Price.

•ritif

i

12 1-2 cts

Paper Collars,

'//

••

ets.

Merrimac Prints Remnants. II cts.
A. W.'De Laine, 30 cts.

Price 5u

cannot

THIBETS,

everything from

Spreads at $1.50
Cottons, 12

customer

PRICE AND STYLE.

In
Bed

the

large quantitic

fail to be suited both in

Linen Table Covers, 75 cts.

!
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that

A gonevous capital has boon invested to make this department

PILES.

SOLITARY HABITS.

ADVERTISING

and sold

design

BLANKETS.

ot his otlice.
DR. DIX

r. Y

For suits, iu such

FANCY GOODS.

iei

A new ease

and it cannot be contradicted, except by
j boldly assert.:,
quacks, who wiil say or do anything, even perjure themj selves, to impose upon patients,; that he
IS

yiJKK
mn

^

Kmlk'ott

implying

new

Yard Wide Brown

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFI<
Street, lloNton tla**#.
is so arranged that patients never so* or hear * ueh other
Recollect, the only entrance to his otlice i- Ho. 41. hav
ing no connection with his residence, con-r juently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any person
41

Certain Rei

HOWES & CO.

L.

PLAID SI,
i

Paisley Shawls

Just received

i Lancaster

^

SEXES, SINGLE or ma rimed.

BUTI!

“EUREKA”

resy and

City.

BRIGHT, GREEN AND BLUE

i

fumery.

SECRET ANI) DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions nml all diseases ot the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throet. an-i body
i’iuij.d, on
the Face; Swelling of the Joint-; Nerv. u-wi css; t'onstitu
tional and other Weakm si s in youth and the inort advanced, at all ages, ot

an

MKNT in the

a L 0 % US.

imposing display

Double

troublesome and dangerous of all worm's, in children or
adults,is found in Dlt. GOULD’S Pl.VWOPM JSYUUP.
Purely vegetable; safe tnd certain. A valuable cathartic,
and beneficial to health
GLO. C. GoODWIN &. GO.,
ISo ion. and all druggist
tlmM

IONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies-

excellent article of
granulated \ i rg i n i a ;
wherever introduced it is
it
1 universally admired,
is put up in handsome
Tobacco
are
in which order lor Meerschaum <
i-

LORILLARD’S

Nl)

We have the LARGEST ASSORT

anorna

made in lid- di partment.
Every shade and qualiu can be
obtained and even pair warrant'd.

Multitudes of them utfer, linger, and die, because of
Pin-Worms. The 011I3 ctlcciaai remedy for these most

Their effects and consequences ;
Sl’ECIAI. AILMENTS AND SITI A i

!

Se<

Ov"
$er/-

SELF-ABUSE

;

An

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

n.t. be forfeited by d«. e.dix
w\
/ if tailing to cure in less time than an,other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
ecu pat ion or less exposure to all
less restraint from
weather, with sale
pleasant medicines.

WANTED—At '• EN 1’S. $25i' per month to sell the only

*

Inviolable

DOLLAR.

A

DRESS GOODS.

first class Cloak Maker ol
been secured
intend to spare no pains in

h \ P

N. if.—Dr. H. may bo consulted in strictest confidence
all diseases requiring skill, socresy and experience

___

j

we

save

—

sold and highest price paid by

S. A

;

COMMON SENSE ! !

and

MANY

up nt to W ildo.

on

GOLD, SILVER,
Bought

their custom-

ers can

i- i

a

making the department

SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. ITIYSluLOGY
In Tur
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, 82.00,
Postage paid.
ley morocco, lull gilt,
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address “The Peabody Medical Institutf,*’ or
Dr. IIAYES, No, 4 Bulfineh Street, Boston.

C oin, Drafts and Bonds,

hand book ot family medicine, by GEORGE M.
HEARD, A. M., M, D., lecturer on N vou Diseases,
in the Univcrsary of New York.
Tips w rk is based on the most recent authorities,
and brought down to the latest dates, and is immensely
superior to any me-.iLal work now in the field. Send for
our If) page circular.
Large commissions paid.
P IUWHEI A CIO.,
•Hi Washington Mt. lloMtou
new

and

Ui ice of

classes.

"OUR ROME PHTOIMI,"
a

their GOODS

on

wherby

1809.

of diseases of women than any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patie nts who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attention to an otlice practice lor the cure ot Private Diseases
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no -uperior in the
United States.
N. B.— All letters must contain one ucilar, or tlr\y will
not be answered.
Office hours from 8 a. m. to 9 i\ y.
Boston July 25 1859.
lyi

■

INDI CKD In arrange

PRICES

Tin

years’ experience ha

ten

These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
Hayes, one of the most learned and popular physicians
of the day.— 77ic Medical and Surgia l Journal, July,

cure

j

The -erviees oi

—

Dlt.

HLnit

A(iENTS WANTED everywhere to sell the AMERICAN KNITTING MAC IIINE, the only practical Family Knitting Machine ever invented. Price $25. Will
knit 2.000(i stitelu per minute. Address AMERICAN
KNITTING MACHINE CD.-, liostun, Mass., or St.
Louis, Mo.

our

Have been

hemp- cut

Dr. Hayes is one ol the most learned and popular
of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude ot
for these invaluable productions, li seems to
be his aim to induce nun and women to avoid the cause
ot those diseases to which they are subject, and he tells
them just how and when to do it.
Farmington Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1809.

DOW. Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Enmcott St.. Boston is consulted daily for all diseasstrength.
es incident to the female system.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
Prolapsus Uteri or
cents Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
One package
Postage
$1.00
4‘
"
27
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
5.00
Six packages
It i sold bv all dealers in drugs and medicines.
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
TlmKlt A ( O., Proprietor*.
very few days. So invariably certain is this new mode
I’JO Taemont, Street, ISoftton, Iflit**. of treatment, that, most obstinate complaints yield under
it, and the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the

ELuit

Now York and It.iiN,

be iound in any other works
All the New Disoov j-.rie?, of the au-

even can

our race

Iyr30

O -5L XJ ’T X O INI

allusion

bargains,

'Simontcn Eros. &Co.

of Patter’:- from

reception

obtain tho

can

best

inducements to

ii ('mutant

an-

physicians

and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
on receipt ol six cents, or two postage stamps, by addressing the publishers.
Also, DR. CULVEUWELT/S .Marriage * .'aide,*’ price
25 cents.
h
Address the publishers,
GIfAd. J. <
IiU.\E A CO..
Y«*v»
1
York.
ost Ollier Box 4I*}? Bowerr,

An UNFAILING REMEDY for Nfi'ualgia Fac:
i’ams, oitca ifleeting a perfect cure in a single day. No
form of Nervous Disease fails to yield to its wonderful
power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic Neuralgia,
affecting the system, its use for a few days affords the
most astonishing relief, and rarely fails to produce a
complete and permanent cure, it contains no materials
in the slightest degree injurious. It has the unqualified
approval of the best physicians. Thousands, in every
part ot tin? country, gratefully acknowledged its power
lie tortured nerves, and restore the failing
to soothe

no

Wo

right of purchasing

they

WATERPROOFS AND CLOAKINGS.

■

radically.
4®=-This Lecture should be in tin bauds of every youth

DISEASES.

beyond all comparison, the most extraordi-

are en-

thoir DRY GOODS whore

bring

purchase.

Valuable Books. —We have received the vniuablc
medical works of l>r. Albert 11. Hayes. These bookot actual merit, and should lind a place in every intelligent family. They are not theeheap order of abominable trash, published by irresponsibl parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written b) a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, a.- a
source of instruction ou vital matters,concerning which
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects
presented are treated with delicacy,ability and car.*, ami
as an appendix, many useful prescriptions fur pr vailing
\
complaints are added. -, < 'nos Republican, Law ost(
If., Sept. 7, 160‘*.
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that the Ladies

titled the
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Dry Goods,
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RIGHTS!
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language.
Fi’oo of
Cliargo
experience is ol un uninterrupted magniwhen purchased al our Store
An examin
tude such as probably never befor** fe!i to the lot ot any
lion >P the latest tvle VELVETEEN
man—arc given in full.
No person should b“ without
these valuable books. They ar. utterly unlike any others
mil A st radian Cloaks js .olieitcd
ever published.
in

of New York;

:

secure

Prices, and would

ic

There is
nary works ol Physiology ever published.
nothing whatever that the Married or Sindll of
Eitiii*.:’ Sex can either require or wish to know, bur
what is fully explained, and many matter- of the most
important and interesting character ar.- introduced, to

1

j

York!

INOS.

1

I

STOCK of

DISEASES; or, Woman ti:rated ot Pitv>loi.otiica1.1 v and Pathologically, from Incaxrv
to Old Ark, with elegant Ili.i-strativk F.norav-

llOltli descriptive ol tlie MYNTEHIEi, j
and |
MPJLKMRORft
ITC'EN.
VIRTUE
('RIMEH of the CITY OF PARIS.
YIUILEIAM B. SW AN & GO., having purchased the
It tells how Paris has become the Gayest and most! ▼ V
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of II. J. AN
Beautiful ( ity in the world; how its Beauty and SplendDERSON,
Jit., are now opening an entire new stock,
or are purchased at a fearful cost of Misery and Sufferconsisting in part of the fallowing articles.
ing; how visitors are Swindled by Professional AdventCORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE,
urers ; how \ irtue ami Vice go arm-in-arm in the Beauti<!
RIO
FLOUR. COFFEE
ful City; how the most Fearful Crimes are committed!
JAPAN TEA
HAVANA
PORK,
and concealed: how money is squandered in useless luxOOLONG
ST. J AGO
ot noted
BEEF,
ury; and contains over 150 tine Engravings
RAISINS
MUSCOVADO
I.ARD,
Places, Idle and Scenes in Paris. Agents wanted. Can
&i.
FISH,
PUBSALT,
OAl'S,
AT.
SPICES,
Address
NATION
TOBACCO,
vassing books sent free.
A full and complete assortment of Groceries, which we
LISHING CO., Boston, Mass.
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN,
A. GUTTER SIBLEY.
tf43
ISO1.'.
1,
Belfast,
May
oi*. tli** Under-World of the Great
City. The sins of every class of society |
exposed. Avoid the Ilailroad to ruin. Signals of danger are up. Moke Money in |
it fok Live Aoents than any otiiee
Just published, a new edition of Br.
Book. Takes three presses all the time to !
C*ilv«*r%v**ll'« Cehlirated K#*ay
print fast enough. One Agent took US* oron
the radical care t without medicine) of
45
illustrations.
740 pages,
Price,
in SO days.
Spkrm vtourii'I a,or Seminal Weakness.
50. Ascitot Wanted. Address N. V. BOOK
Seminal
Losses, Imtotenry, Mental and
Involuntary
14.5 Nassau -tre* t, N. V.
Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.; also
ConsumI’TiON, Erii.Ki'SY, and Fits, induced by selfindulgence or sexual extravagance.
Price, iu a sealed envelope, only <» cents.
The celebrated author,'in this admirable essay, clearly
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